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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The Humber Museum Partnership (HMP) consists of Hull Museums Service (HMS), North Lincolnshire
Museum Service (NLMS) and East Riding of Yorkshire Museum Service (ERYMS). The Partnership has received
Arts Council Major Partner Museum (MPM) funding from 2015 until March 2018. The work of HMP has a
number of strands, one of which is engaging under-fives and families. This area of work aimed to implement
partner-wide and service-specific developments to make the venues accessible to under-fives and their
families and to increase these audiences.
The main objective of this evaluation was to assess the extent to which the interventions provided by the
HMP during the Arts Council project has increased visits from families with under-fives to HMP venues? It
also sought to examine what worked across the partnership and draw lessons for future programming.

Methodology
To answer the research question the team looked at both the HMP as a whole and individual projects and
interventions. Where available, statistical data was analysed as well as other evidence that had been
gathered during the project including benchmark surveys from 2015, observation reports and other visitor
consultation. Interviews and surveys were undertaken with parents, children, stakeholders and staff. In
addition, the visitor profile survey undertaken in 2015 was repeated.

Overview of the project
At the onset of the project, the three museum services were at different starting points regarding their
existing under-fives provision. The project began with the appointment of a dedicated under-fives officer in
each of the three regions.
Since 2015 each museum service has implement its own plans to improve facilities for and engagement with
under 5s and their families. Exhibition spaces have been updated to include activities for younger audiences,
including dedicated under-fives areas as well as the creation of a programme of regular sustainable events
for under-fives.

Engaged with target audiences
Across the HMP, the under-fives project has increased the accessibility of sites to under-fives and their
families by providing both a universal offer as well as targeting specific families from target geographical
areas across the services to help them access the offer.
The total visitor figures speak for themselves, having increased across the partnership (2014-2017) from
739,348 to 1,421,942 with the range of attending families having increased and interventions succeeded in
building up regular repeat visitors. The interventions have enabled the target audience to access high quality
and carefully considered provision that fosters curiosity and gives children the freedom to explore. This
includes facilitated sessions that are closely linked to EYFS, improved facilities (buggy parks, baby friendly
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toilets, comfortable seating), projects with targeted audiences, provision within temporary and permanent
exhibitions.
In North Lincolnshire and East Riding, staff felt that the under-fives offer had made great leaps in being
embedded in the consciousness of all staff with under-fives being considered across the museum (from front
of house to curators) and not just perceived as a learning project.
Families with under-fives continue to make up a substantial proportion of existing visitors to Humber
Museums Partnership venues. Under-fives are accompanied by an average of 2.9 other people, and the
average group size is 4.4 people. In 2015, under-fives were accompanied by an average of 2.4 other people,
and the average group size was 4.1 people.
The findings of both the parental research and the visitor profile survey demonstrated the extent to which
audiences value the provision, recognising it as a high-quality offer. In total, 26% of audiences across the
HMP comprised groups with under-fives (an increase from 24% in 2015) with levels of satisfaction (as
measured by how likely people are to recommend a visit to other families with under-fives) high across the
partnership, with respondents happy to recommend all the sites to family and friends. Compared to 2015,
the average length of visit across all sites has risen.
All three of the services that comprise the HMP demonstrated an increase in average ratings of facilities for
families being perceived as ‘good’ to ‘very good’ across all the sites with the exception of Maritime Museum
which scored less well on this measure. The highest rated sites based on average ratings are Sewerby Hall
(4.83), Normanby Hall Country Park (4.63) and North Lincolnshire Museum (4.54). Most sites’ average ratings
are comparable to that of 2015 except for Ferens Art Gallery (+0.54) and Sewerby Hall (+0.50) that both saw
a marked increase. The changes were greater for sites where interventions have been introduced.
As seen in the 2015 survey, the area of provision that is most important to families with under-fives is feeling
that families are welcome (something the majority of sites perform well in - see section 4.4. Mystery
Shopping Key Findings on page 24). Spaces that children can be active in and make noise was of greater
importance to parents than those surveyed in 2015. Other important facilities included having a safe,
enclosed environment. Toilets and baby-changing facilities were once again some of the most important
areas of provision.
As well as the expertise of the Under-Fives Officers, this could be attributed to the success of the partnership
in enabling the project to develop differently in each area recognising that all sites were coming from
different starting points, with different USPs and collection strengths and were operating within different
parameters. In addition, the acknowledgement that sites with very different audiences had considered the
very different needs of audiences carefully. Within each site the starting point of each intervention was
research, gathering as much information as possible about local families.
Because under-fives never come alone, it is necessary to consult with a number of different audiences
(children, parents, grandparents and Early Years professionals). Each of these groups have their own (very
different) ideas of what constitutes a positive experience in a museum. The services factored in sufficient
time and resource to enable this. All these opinions are crucial to creating products and facilities which are
well-used by under-fives and their families.
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Increased programming
The introduction of regular programming for under-fives has demonstrated the value it offers in attracting
regular audiences.
The introduction of regular programming was delayed at East Riding sites due to the need to re-recruit the
under-fives officer post, and subsequently the second Officer being on sick leave for several months due to
a serious car accident. Regular sessions for under-fives were introduced at East Riding sites in Autumn 2017.
In mid-September, Sewerby Squirrels regular drop in sessions were launched at Sewerby Hall and Gardens,
closely linked to the Creative Families Award. These sessions have attracted a strong repeat visit base in a
short amount of time with a recorded attendance of the first fifteen sessions of 143 children. At the Treasure
House Museum, Tiny Treasures sessions began in November 2017 with a total of 30 children (as well as
parents and including repeat visitors) attending the first three sessions.
The numbers of children visiting (aged 5-16 years) Treasure House increased from 3743 in 2016 to 5999 in
July 2017. This gives an indication of increased family visitors to back up anecdotal observations that there
has been an increase in this audience. East Riding Museum Service has seen the offer for under-fives and
their families embedded within temporary and permanent exhibition interpretation at Sewerby Hall and
Treasure House and rolled out across the other East Riding museum sites, Skidby Windmill, Goole
Museum and Beverley Guildhall.
In Hull where regular drop in sessions for under-fives have been embedded at Streetlife Museum (Transport
Tots) and Ferens Art Gallery (Gallery Expeditions and Mini Masterpieces) there were 1674 participants in
2016-17. This is a significant increase from the 198 participants in 2015-16. Transport Tots has been attended
by 725 people during 2016/17 (as at April 2017) and has a regular following. In total, 10% of the audience
attending Mini Masterpieces programme of events over the summer holiday 2017 were from following target
postcodes.
North Lincolnshire Museum Service delivers under-fives sessions at North Lincolnshire Museum and
Normanby Hall Country Park. In year one of the project, there were 148 participants, but this grew in year
two to 1370 participants. Current figures are at 1008 (November 2017). 22% of the audience attending
Museum Minis were from target postcodes representing the local areas experiencing the greatest levels of
deprivation.
There has been a clear benefit to provision where sufficient time was spent in the planning period and
meaningful consultation undertaken with audiences - early years professionals, children’s centres, current
visitors – ensuring a high-quality offer appreciated by visitors.
Parents of under-fives are a discerning audience and have clear ideas about what makes a quality provision.
Fortunately, the level of expertise among the under-fives officers combined with the solid foundation of
research and consultation that the project is based upon means there is clear understanding across these
staff of the audiences’ requirements and they are meeting their need through the regular sessions and
interpretative provision of permanent and temporary exhibitions.
Participants reflected that the structure and design of the under-fives programming – small-sized friendly
groups where children were ‘under five’ not ‘five and under’ to provide a more meaningful experience for
all; a wide variety of high-quality resources and themed activities (linked to the collections) appropriate to
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age and development level; a combination of parent-led free play and craft activities as well as familiar
staff-led structure; and an enabling environment where under-fives can develop positive relationships to
encourage confidence and independence - were all important elements of the programme.
“At some of the sessions we had been to in other venues (church halls) you feel like they’ve just got a load of
scratty old toys that have been donated and tossed them into the middle of the room. It’s like sharks in a
feeding frenzy as the children scramble after them. We used to call it Fight Club. Esther has picked beautiful
things here and he really enjoys playing with them.” Parent of under-five child, Gallery Expedition, Ferens
Art Gallery
“This is important to help children develop art skills – I can’t access these things [resources] and I wouldn’t
think of doing half of these ideas like using vegetables to paint.” Parent of under-five child, Gallery
Expedition, Ferens Art Gallery
The content of the sessions was important to challenge perceptions, for example, parents wouldn’t expect
to be able to do messy play in a museum setting but if contained and well organised with practicalities
considered like the provision of wet wipes, aprons, proximity to hand washing facilities and away from
collections it could offer a really valuable and successful activity.
Of the parents consulted at regular sessions, a significant proportion confirmed that they usually stay and
have a look round the rest of the site after the session. Of these, a number revealed that sometimes they
return as a family at the weekend, indicating that the whole site is engaging for under-fives.
Word of mouth recommendations and social media have succeeded in raising awareness of the offer and
altering perceptions about the relevance of the sites to under-fives and their families.
All of the sessions demonstrate that whilst it is understandable to be mindful of audiences taking ideas away,
this is a real incentive to parents to attend. Across the sites, a frequently cited comment amongst under-fives
audiences accessing drop in sessions was the value they placed on the opportunities the sessions provided
them to acquire skills explore new ideas for play, arts and craft and gain the knowledge and confidence to
try and replicate these at home.
The process of letting sessions evolve as they need to evolve, constantly reflecting and adapting has worked
well across the partnership, with sites responding directly to audience needs and the practicalities of the
sites.

Developed new partnerships
Across the HMP, the new partnerships that have been developed with 182 early years providers, children’s
centres and early years teams, helped increase usage of the sites by under-fives, their parents and carers as
well as the people that support them in childcare settings. Visits from under-fives forming part of early years
groups has risen from 860 to 2484.
Building up a network of partners takes a significant investment of time and dedication, but across the
partnership it is an area that has been highly successful. Staff have worked closely with partners from a
variety of early years settings to promote the benefits of working together to have an impact on areas
including language and communication and social development in under-fives.
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“The parents appreciate us bringing the children here (Beverley Guildhall). The staff are very inviting, very
accommodating with us, we felt really welcome. I would definitely recommend it to any other groups to
come and have a look round, it’s really an eye opener” Pre-school teacher, Beverley Guildhall
“The provider gets a different place to go, a different type of experience for the children.” Pre-school
teacher, Beverley Guildhall
Across all of the museum services, children’s centres have been instrumental in informing the development
of offers from the design of dedicated spaces for under-fives and the development of sessions to develop
this audience, helping providing families for the Creative Families Award pilot. They have also been keen
listeners and promoters of services.
When reaching out to new audiences, particularly those who had not previously visited sites, these
partnerships have proved invaluable in encouraging new visitors. The project demonstrated that ‘hard to
reach’ audiences are best reached via existing groups, bodies and organisations. Using a sensitive, long term
approach to build trust and confidence and a well-known partner like Children’s Centre who already have
the trust of these individuals to support was affective in engaging new audiences.
Whilst the suggestions for combining work or running programmes and services with partners are not always
feasible due to constraints such as budget, staffing and space, the partnership has made huge achievements
in raising awareness of the value of museums, galleries, heritage sites and country parks in helping partners
meet their strategic priorities and thus signposting to their clients the opportunities for learning and
enjoyment HMP sites can offer them and their children under five years.
Opportunities for further developing partnerships include delivering training about the museum and gallery
settings to external staff, offering to host meetings at sites.

Addressing barriers
The interventions have been effective in removing cultural and physical barriers, with families reporting they
now feel welcome in these settings. This is evident in the number of return visitors who are attending underfives sessions and becoming regular faces to staff. Repeat visitors represented over 70% of visitors surveyed
across all sites. The exception, as in 2015, is at Sewerby Hall, where over half of respondents were first time
visitors to the site. The staff at HMP sites are seeing familiar faces again and again; word of mouth and
recommendations are working.
“I noticed in the museum they have little steps for them [under-fives] to step up so they can see the exhibits.
I think that’s really nice, kiddie friendly, you haven’t got that fear that you have to keep them quiet and
contained like in a lot of places.” Parent of under-five child, Tiny Treasures, Treasure House
The welcome provided by staff at the majority of the sites made evident the efforts across the partnership
to address the perception of many parents that museums and galleries aren’t appropriate places for underfives. Examples where staff were seen to make a real difference were often in simple acts that could
theoretically be rolled out across the partnership as best practice, for example:
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At Sewerby Hall - staff in the ticket office and house were informative and enthusiastic about the under-fives
provision in the house, emphasising how much is in the house for under-fives.
At Ferens Art Gallery – a member of staff in the café tested the plate of an under 5 before placing it in front
of them.
At North Lincolnshire Museum - an intervention from a staff member when a young visitor because upset
put the visit back on track - the staff member spoke to the child in a friendly and appropriate manner before
asking her to look after museum’s dinosaur soft toy and show him around the galleries.
“We welcome kids, we welcome the noise, we welcome the exploration that they do while they’re here.”
Curator, Goole Museum
While there were clear parameters for parents visiting with under-fives that were clearly communicated,
verbally and through physical signs, (i.e. no prams/buggies in the house, roped off areas in the house and
artefacts that couldn’t be touched), these messages were always balanced with a helpful alternative thus
making sure it simply became an incidental factor and not a barrier.
Effective signage (i.e. that which communicated the offer for under-fives, physical provision and extended a
friendly welcome) was apparent around the entrances of the majority of the sites across the partnership with
the exception of Maritime Museum and Ferens Art Gallery. For example, at Treasure House the signage for
the under-fives ‘Explorer kits’ is visible to visitors as they walk up the stairs to the museum.
The evaluation highlights the value of an approach to increasing this audience of recognising under-fives
don’t visit alone.
Where working with targeted families to address barriers, it was acknowledged as important to set realistic
expectations and take a long-term approach to build trust and confidence and a good partner like the
children’s centre, existing groups and organisations. The end result of the project is very important where
working with targeted families. Whether it is a piece of collective artwork or a research document, the
families need something tangible at the end.

Unexpected findings
The research demonstrated that regular under-fives sessions can become embedded as a fixed part of the
routine and lives of families with under-fives. Of those attending regular sessions or events, many parents
stayed to explore the rest of the site.
“Before this [Gallery Expedition] I struggled to get into town as he hated going round the shops, even if I
kept it brief. But now come into town for this, then he’s tired and falls asleep so I can get my jobs done and
maybe even have a cheeky coffee.” Parent of under-five child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
“Great environment - we enjoy having a walk around the museum after the session. It is handy for doing
errands in town.” Parent of under-five child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
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Parents value access to under-fives provision in cultural settings – offering a creative stimulus that is different
to other provision helping them to feel comfortable in the environment. Some parents recognised the
importance of having under-fives provision in museum and gallery settings to encourage that generation to
become confident and enthusiastic about visiting.
The under-fives interventions have had a significant impact on participants. Qualitative findings highlighted
what some of this impact looked like for families: feeling more confident to engage in these settings, able to
engage in a range of new and different creative activities; developing the language to explore and talk about
art. Other examples, include:
o

In two different areas, there have been reports of parents involved in targeted projects citing the
experience as having a significant impact on their confidence and helping encourage them to get
back into work, with one now training to be a teaching assistant and one volunteering to help other
parents.

o

Parents involved in the Bridlington Healthy Eating project with Sewerby Hall reported feeling special
through their involvement. One parent commented that they had been given the confidence to visit
and that it had changed the way one family (with a background of substance misuse) spends time
together.

o

A parent with post-natal depression at Transport Tots in Hull attributed the session as a contributing
factor in their recovery explaining “coming to this regular session helped me get well.”

o

At North Lincolnshire Museum one grandparent explained that Museum Minis has been the only
constant her granddaughter had when she lost her home due to her parent’s divorce.

Having under-fives officers work in the different service areas has worked well - developing legacy,
embedding under-fives expertise across staff consciousness, strengthening networks and raising profile of
sites in public awareness.
The importance of having a clear plan but a flexible approach cannot be underestimated. Learning officers
delivering sessions were extremely adept at varying sessions depending on the age of children attending.
Where experimenting with art and crafts there was a real sense that the truly meaningful experiences were
in the process as much as the outputs.
Involving curatorial staff in developing under-fives activity and embedding provision/facilities for under-fives
and their families into museum spaces is key to further enhance the offer. Where exhibition spaces were
updated to include activities for younger audiences it was important to consult curators in the planning
stages to ensure the interventions enhanced the exhibition rather than just being a later addition.
The interventions succeeded in giving parents confidence to allow their under-fives to explore the sites.
Resources such as Explorer Resources, trails and the dedicated spaces in exhibitions facilitated child led
exploration which is valued by many parents.
Where partnership-wide ventures were successful, for example, Explorer Resources, the different services
created a resource that could be adapted to meet the differing needs of the sites and their audience. The ‘5
Things’ digital engagement campaign, was successful in heightening awareness of the suitability of
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partnership-wide museum sites for under 5s but was more difficult to reflect the different characteristics of
the sites.
Provision for under-fives and their families - be it regular sessions, appropriate activities linked to exhibitions,
dedicated spaces, improved facilities and a friendly welcome – enabled lapsed users to reconnect with
settings. Parents who had enjoyed the sites as children welcomed the opportunity to develop a connection
to the sites, positioning it as a special place they share with their child. The under-fives provision embedded
across the partnership helped parents enjoy visiting the sites.
“During school term times we’ve run events exclusively for under 5s based on our exhibitions. We’ve used
themes from the museum collections and exhibits and locations... So at Sewerby Hall we have sessions that
are based on being at the sea and the gardens and we also have sessions themed around Edwardian life.”
Parents and stakeholders commented positively on the expertise of the under-fives officers, in terms of
planning and delivering regular sessions that provide a calm yet stimulating creative environment where
under-fives can make personal, social and emotional developments. Some parents made particular reference
to the positive relationships developed between the staff, parent and child. This was one of the areas where
the interventions can have a significant impact on children’s confidence and development in areas such as
confidence, independence, communication and language as well as learning how to interact with other adults
and children. Any transfer of the partnership interventions model needs to take into account the engagement
skills and approach of staff that were highly valued by parents and partners.
“I like seeing how she [under-five child] interacts with Esther [Under-Fives and Family Officer, Hull] and the
other children and their parents. It’s important to help her develop confidence.” Parent of under-five child,
Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
“It’s always such a calm environment.” Parent under-five child, Museum Minis, North Lincolnshire
Museum
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SECTION 1
Introduction
Methodology
Project Background
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Between July 2017 and January 2018 Sara Mair of Mair Education and associates Liz Mair and Adam Billson
undertook research to evaluate the Humber Museums Partnership’s under-fives project.
The Humber Museum Partnership (HMP) consists of Hull Museums Service (HMS), North Lincolnshire
Museum Service (NLMS) and East Riding of Yorkshire Museum Service (ERYMS). The Partnership has received
Arts Council Major Partner Museum (MPM) funding from 2015 until March 2018. The work of HMP has a
number of strands, one of which is engaging under-fives and families. North Lincolnshire Museum Service is
leading on the under-fives strand of the project.
As part of this a dedicated Under-Fives Officer has been appointed in each of the 3 regions, Hull (part time
role), North Lincolnshire and East Riding (full time roles) with the aim of implementing partner-wide and
service-specific developments to make the following venues accessible to families and to increase these
audiences:
East Riding of Yorkshire Museum Service:
•
•
•
•
•

Sewerby Hall and Gardens
Treasure House
Skidby Windmill
Goole Museum
Beverley Guildhall

Hull Museums Service:
•
•
•
•

Ferens Art Gallery
Hull and East Riding Museum
Maritime Museum
Streetlife Museum

North Lincolnshire Museum Service:
•
•

North Lincolnshire Museum
Normanby Hall Country Park

The Under-Fives Officers’ role has involved engaging existing and non-user audiences, addressing barriers,
developing partnership working opportunities and building up networks. Throughout the project, the
partnership has been working towards fully embracing the Kids in Museums manifesto across the sites.
A detailed narrative report was commissioned to answer the following question:
Have the interventions provided by the HMP during the Arts Council project increased visits from
families with under-fives to HMP venues?
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As part of this evaluation, research was undertaken exploring if the interventions had:
-

Broken down barriers (physical and cultural)
Engaged with target audiences
Created new programming
Developed new partnerships
Raised awareness and marketing
Generated any unexpected factors or outcomes

This report outlines the background to the development of attracting under-fives to museums and galleries.
The methods employed to answer the research question above are also outlined. Findings are presented
from both desk based research and local site research; including site visits, mystery shopping and interviews
with parents, children and stakeholders. Several case studies are presented in this section. The conclusion
outlines the summary overview of the impact of the project.
This is followed by recommendations for future interventions and sustainability, based on the findings and
knowing the budgetary restraints and what works in the area.
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2.

METHODOLOGY

From July to December 2017 the research team conducted primary and secondary research using a mixed
methods approach.
To answer the research question, the team looked at both the HMP as a whole and individual projects and
interventions. Where available, statistical data including visitor figures, postcodes and numbers to specific
events was analysed. They also examined other consultation data and evidence that had been gathered
during the project including benchmark surveys from 2015, observation reports and other visitor survey data
(secondary research). Examples of primary research methods used included original research, through
interviews and surveys with visitors, stakeholders and staff.

2.1.

Visitor data review

Analysis of existing data was undertaken to understand the impact of the interventions on visitor numbers
and their profile. This included KPI information submitted to Arts Council England from 2015 to March 2017
as well as evaluations collected throughout the course of the project life across the three services.
There were variations in the data collected across the partners meaning the data provides a snapshot of the
impact of the project. Existing visitor numbers presents a small snapshot of the reach of the project in
engaging under-fives and their families. They should be viewed collectively with the other areas of the
research to gain a full picture of the significant achievement of the partnership in planning and delivering
high quality provision that meets this audience’s needs.

2.2. Visitor Profile Survey
in 2015, at the start of the HMP under-fives project a baseline visitor survey was undertaken. This activity
was duplicated in July and August 2017 to enable a comparative study to measure the impact of the underfives project, specifically:
•
•
•
•

To understand current levels of visiting by families with children aged under 5 at each of the
participating venues, and to situate this within the wider audience for each venue
To understand the context in which under-fives visit, including group composition, patterns of
visiting, distance travelled and marketing channels
To gauge what is important to people visiting with under-fives
To compare the results of the survey against those reported in 2015.

It is important to note that as with the visitor numbers review this aspect of the research provides a
snapshot of the project and should be viewed collectively with the other areas of the research.
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2.3. Mystery shopping
Mystery shopping was undertaken at all sites listed on page 13 of the report by adults accompanied by
children under 5, ranging in age from 18 months to 4 years. The mystery shopping occurred on a variety of
days – weekdays and weekends and took in the general offer at the sites rather than attending drop in
sessions. The following strengths and limitations of the approach should be considered when reviewing the
findings.
Strengths
•

Robust audit tool that considered some Quality of Life factors in addition to the content of the
under-fives offer and wider site offer
Consistency in who delivered the mystery shopping
Views of parent and child included in the audit
Completed in the requested timeframe.

•
•
•

Limitations
•
•
•
•

Limited number of people delivering the mystery shopping; more people means more insights
Large difference in ability / interest across the under 5 age range
Most visits did not coincide with specific events or activities
Staff members are often the most important variable on whether a visit is good or bad. A wellinformed, friendly member of staff can elevate the most basic offer. Conversely, a staff member not
comfortable with young children or just having a bad day can spoil the best offer
There were variations in the range of interventions (see definition on page 10) introduced across the
sites.

•

2.4.

Parental research

In addition to parents surveyed via the visitor survey carried out by Qa Research, targeted research was
undertaken with a total of 105 parents via a mixed method approach:
•
•
•

Face to face consultation on site at targeted events, drop in sessions and general visits
Online survey sent out to contacts provided by the sites
Self-completion survey.

It is important to note that due to variations in evaluation data collected across the services, as well as the
differing provision being delivered during the research window, there is variation across sites in the number
of parents consulted and the type of sessions/events they were consulted at.
A complete picture of all research undertaken with parents is available in the Appendices but in summary
this included:
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Table 1: Museum service and number of parents consulted
Museum Service
East Riding of Yorkshire Museum Service
Hull Museums Service
North Lincolnshire Museum Service

2.5.

Number of parents consulted
38
40
27

Staff interviews

Depth interviews were undertaken with staff (managers and learning officers) to understand:
•
•
•
•

Early years offer across HMP/barriers/opportunities/strengths/weaknesses to inform plans
Strategic rationale of HMP’s approach to engaging under-fives audiences – identify the factors that
informed the plans to engage an under-fives audience.
Existing early years offer across HMP/barriers/opportunities/strengths/weaknesses that informed
plans
Practicalities and delivery/lessons learned about the interventions

A comprehensive list of depth interviews with HMP staff can be found in the Appendices.

2.6.

Stakeholder interviews

Depth interviews were undertaken with representatives of partner organisations from across the sites
involved in various interventions (a full list can be found in the Appendices). These explored:
•
•
•

Impact of interventions
Lessons learned
Options to take forward

Interviews were in-depth and lasted between 25 and 60 minutes. The methods used were flexible and
iterative, with views and ideas gathered, explored, built-on and checked out in subsequent interviews.
Interviews were conducted face to face or on the telephone.
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3. PROJECT BACKGROUND
The aim of HMP’s under-fives project was to make all medium sized venues across the partnership accessible
to under-fives and their families, providing a universal offer as well as targeting specific families from target
geographical areas across the services to help them access the offer. It is important to note that all sites were
coming from different starting points, had different USPs and collection strengths as well as different
audiences with different needs. To help promote the development of a sustainable service that worked
within the parameters of the existing service area, the decision was made to enable each museum service to
let the project develop in their own area differently.

3.1.

Overview of activity across HMP and specific sites

Since the inception of the partnership in 2015, each museum service has developed its own plans to improve
facilities for and engagement with under 5s and their audiences. This has included the redevelopment of
spaces for under 5s and their families as well as the creation of a programme of regular sustainable events
for under 5s.
Throughout this report the term ‘interventions’ refers to the activity, in its many different forms, undertaken
throughout the project with the aim of increasing the under 5s audience and their families. Broadly this has
included developing under 5s activity and embedding provision/facilities for under 5s and their families into
museum spaces and embedding under 5s awareness/engagement with staff.
Figure 1: HMP Under-Fives Project - interventions by type

Activity can be summarised as follows.
Planning under-fives activity:
• Under-fives Officers worked together on a number of research projects, including one with the
University of Sheffield Centre for Childhood and Youth Studies to create a framework for assessing
provision for under-fives in museum and gallery sites.
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•
•
•
•

Extensive consultation with audiences and partners
Baseline visitor profile survey by DBA May 2015
Consultation with curators across the partnership on proposed activity plan
Findings of DBA survey in 2016-17 implemented as best practice policy across the partnership for
under-fives visitors.

Embedding under-fives awareness/engagement with staff:
• Consultation undertaken with staff on activity
• Training scheduled throughout the year
• Breast Feeding Friendly standard adopted and implemented across the partnership.
Embedding under-fives into museum spaces:
• Under-fives interactive space created as part of the Ferens Art Gallery refurbishment, also at Dudley’s
Den North Lincolnshire Museum
• Improved under-fives facilities at Sewerby Hall, Treasure House, Ferens Art Gallery, Streetlife
Museum, North Lincolnshire Museum and Normanby Hall Country Park
• Developed network of partners including Children's Centres, Libraries and Early Years Teams
• Regular under-fives sessions and events programmed at Sewerby Hall, Treasure House, Ferens Art
Gallery, Streetlife Museum, North Lincolnshire Museum and Normanby Hall Country Park
• Workforce Development, Nurseries, IPass and 2017.

Summary of under-fives activity at East Riding of Yorkshire Museums Service
Families were already a key audience for Sewerby Hall and Gardens and a key audience to develop because
of high areas of deprivation in the locale. At the Treasure House in Beverley at the start of the project, a small
proportion of the overall audience consisted of family visitors and specialist provision for under-fives was
seen to be limited.
In the East Riding, resources have been rolled out as part of a ‘joined-up’ education service across the
museum sites to ensure a consistency of provision of service. However, the need to re-recruit the UnderFives Officer post, and subsequently the second Officer being on sick leave for several months due to a
serious car accident – resulted in delays in regular discrete under 5s session delivery. Exhibition spaces have
been updated to include activities for younger audiences, including dedicated under-fives areas. Sewerby
has a lively events programme, all the museum-led family activities include provision for under-fives. Explorer
Resources have been introduced – piloted at Sewerby Hall and Gardens and Treasure House and then
implemented at Goole Museum, Skidby Windmill and Beverley Guildhall.
In Autumn 2017 regular drop in sessions for under-fives were launched at Sewerby and Treasure House.
There will continue to be a phased development of provision for under-fives at other East Riding Museum
Service sites.

Summary of under-fives activity at Hull Museums Service
At the start of the project Hull had some provision for young audiences, for example, handling boxes had
been created by Heritage Learning in 2011. However, they had limited use and it was found that they were
not offered out to families by front of house – possibly because the boxes were quite large. Before it closed
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for refurbishment (in September 2015), Ferens Art Gallery had a children’s gallery upstairs aimed at 6-10 year
olds. Although it was well used it had not been updated in some time and was quite out of the way for family
visitors.
Statistics from the DBA report of 2015 *suggested that compared to Hull Museums, Ferens Art Gallery had
been underperforming for under-fives. Only 6% of visitors with children aged under 5 had come for a specific
exhibition or activity. 76% came from outside Hull.
Other than Time Troopers monthly family activity sessions and occasional colouring resources there was no
provision at the other Hull Museums sites.
In Hull, as part of the project HMP under-fives project, a new gallery was developed on the ground floor of
the Ferens Art Gallery, called ‘Explore Art’ aimed at under-fives and their families. A sustainable regular
programme of events has also been created. In order to ensure the products and facilities are of a high quality
and will be well used, a comprehensive programme of consultation was undertaken with a wide range of
users and non-users including families and partners such as Children’s Centres, schools and other Early Years
settings.

Summary of under-fives activity at North Lincolnshire Museum Service
North Lincolnshire Museum Service was already delivering under-fives provision including Museum Tots
sessions, they had backpacks containing under-fives elements and had achieved the breast feeding friendly
award.
A dedicated space for under-fives was developed at North Lincolnshire Museum and exhibition spaces have
been updated to include activities for younger audiences here and at Normanby Hall Country Park. Regular
under-fives sessions have been implemented since July 2016 (twice weekly Museum Minis sessions.
Normanby Hall Country Park has seen regular seasonal sessions including Tinsel Tots and Farm Tots as well
as activities for under-fives provided as part of the events programme. Summer 2017 saw the introduction
of Woodland Tots. In addition, two projects have been undertaken with targeted families, with one
contributing a permanent feature to Dudley’s Den.

3.2.

Understanding the local area

The aim of the project has been to put the audience at the heart of activity by implementing a programme
which responds to the needs of the under-fives audiences and their families that reflect the makeup of the
specific regions, from Hull and Scunthorpe with socio-economically deprived communities through to the
more affluent communities living in rural North Lincolnshire, Beverley and the surrounding villages.
HMP serves diverse communities, covering inner-city urban and rural areas. This includes areas within Hull
and Scunthorpe (North Lincolnshire) with high levels of deprivation, where some wards are ranked among
the highest levels of deprivation in the country. Conversely, the East Riding is generally regarded an affluent
area and is ranked amongst the least socially deprived areas in England. The area does have pockets with
high levels of deprivation including Bridlington and Goole.

* Humber Museums Partnership Audience Survey Families with Children Under 5 July 2015
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The market size of this audience represents an estimated 55,050 children aged 5 or under, with an estimated
100,000 families (based on a figure of 30% of all households having dependent children living at home).

3.3. Early years policy
The coalition government is committed to early intervention in the interests of minimising future costs to
the state. An interim paper on financing early intervention (Cabinet Office, 2011) suggests that initiatives
like the Big Society Bank or innovative processes like social impact bonds could be used to support the costs
of intervention. It is hoped a government review of early intervention schemes, which it says help children
to "break the cycles of underachievement", could see the project expand and save the state money in the
future.
This builds on earlier work, ‘Nurturing creativity in young people’ (DfES 2006) which outlines the need to
merge education policy, creative work and children’s services. This could be delivered through a locally
developed ‘creative offer’ to support better outcomes for children through working together to contribute
to early intervention programmes, to improve language, communication, social development (parenting,
emotional health and wellbeing, attachment).
“[The] quality of the early years’ experience is the most important factor in determining a child’s life
chances.” (DfES, 2006) and ensures that services contribute to developing the “bedrock social and
emotional capabilities of good childhood development and parenting”
HM Government 2011.
“Giving every child the best start in life is crucial to reducing health inequalities across the life course. The
foundations for virtually every aspect of human development – physical, intellectual and emotional are
laid in early childhood. What happens in these early years (starting in the womb) has life ling effects on
many aspects of health and wellbeing, educational achievements and economic status.”
Marmot 2010
Recent research in the EPPE (Effective Provision of Pre School Education) project has shown that the home
environment is the key factor in shaping children’s wellbeing and achievement. In this report, the authors
found it was not who parents are, but what they do with children that has the most impact. Visiting
museums, galleries and other interesting places was listed amongst a small number of actives that were all
associated with higher intellectual and social / behavioural scores.
Early intervention, undertaking simple steps and using our national resources can have a far-reaching impact
on families. The Foresight Report “Mental Capital and Wellbeing” (accessed online 17/03/12) outlines simple
steps that can be incorporated into daily life to enrich the experience of children and adults, they include:
incorporating activity into daily life, learning a new skill and getting curious, all of which can be found in
museums and galleries.
A key component of the early intervention approach is The Healthy Child Programme (DH 2009) which
outlines the range of experiences needed to support child development, including communication, speech
and social skills through signposting to local services, guided and targeted support for parents and exposure
to a range of cultural support networks (p22).
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3.4. Museum practice
In terms of the policy context for museums working with under-fives Cultural Attendance and Public Mental
Health (Journal of Public Mental Health, 9(4), December 2010, pp.22-29.) notes that cultural attendance can
help address health inequalities. It states that the best way to overcome the psychological and social barriers
to cultural attendance is personal contact with a trusted guide. It outlines a system where voluntary and
statutory organisations can refer people to cultural organisations who might benefit from them. The former
would need to be able to guarantee a high quality and friendly welcome that recognises the needs of firsttime users from excluded groups. If this were developed among a network of cultural organisations with
voluntary and public sector partners, such a system could reach sufficient numbers to have a health impact
on a population level.
The Who Cares? programme was a collaboration between six museums in the North West developing health
and wellbeing projects. The Psychosocial Research Unit at the University of Central Lancashire researched
the programme and detailed their findings in Who Cares? Museums, Health and Wellbeing, Renaissance
North West Programme. (MLA 2011). The report states that recent developments in government policy have
called for the museum sector to combat social exclusion and act as a positive vehicle for social change. In
particular, there is an increasing focus on the contribution museums can make to mental health and
emotional wellbeing. It argues that general cultural attendance should be included in public health planning
and specifically in social prescribing. Stable partnerships with health and social care agencies are vital to this
work and can play a key role in reducing risk. In terms of accessibility, some groups initially need
encouragement to use the building. The key way of facilitating access is in providing people with the
opportunity to form relationships with staff and engage in conversations about the collections. This helps
people to begin to make independent use of the museum and its contents.
The Reggio Emilia Approach is an educational philosophy focused on preschool and primary education. It is
based on the principles of respect, responsibility, and community through exploration and discovery in a
supportive and enriching environment based on the interests of the children through a self-guided
curriculum, specifically:
• Children must have some control over the direction of their learning.
• Children must be able to learn through experiences of touching, moving, listening, seeing, and
hearing.
• Children have a relationship with other children and with material items in the world that they must
be allowed to explore.
• Children must have endless ways and opportunities to express themselves.

3.5.

Kids in Museums

Kids in Museums is an independent charity dedicated to making museums open and welcoming to all families,
especially those who haven’t visited before. The idea for Kids in Museums was born out of an incident in
2003 when a 2-year-old child was asked to leave the Royal Academy for shouting. Following the incident and
supported by the Guardian, a 20-point manifesto was compiled from reader and visitor comments. This was
followed by the development of the Guardian Family-Friendly Museum Award.
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Initially the manifesto had 20 recommendations. In 2017 the mini manifesto was launched, to work alongside
the 20-point manifesto based on the comments of thousands of children and families’ comments. It contains
eight steps to help a museum welcome children and families.
The eight recommended steps to encourage families to be part of the museum are summarised below
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Reach out
Get to know your families
Reflect the community
Be positive
Make it easy and comfortable
Be accessible
Tell your story
Communicate well

Information accessed on line 09/10/2017
http://deabirkett.com/pages/travel/kids_in_museums2.htm

3.6.

APSE: Analytical framework to examine engagement with place

In 2015 ‘APSE: an analytical framework to examine young children and families’ engagement with place’ was
produced. This resource was developed as a collaboration between Humber Museums Partnership and
Abigail Hackett and Lisa Procter, Centre for the Study of Childhood and Youth, University of Sheffield.
The four categories for thinking about space are listed below:
•
•
•
•

Abstract physical space
Abstract social space
Embodied physical space
Embodied social space

More details can be found in the Appendices.

3.7.

How do families with under-fives experience museums?

Following on from this work focussing on analysing spaces in other museums and visitor attractions from the
point of view of young children, a team from Manchester Metropolitan Museum (Dr Abi Hackett, Dr Lisa
Procter and Dr Christine Macrae) undertook research on how families experience the museums of the
Humber Partnership (Hackett et al 2017). HMP were particularly interested in thinking across a range of sites
and in understanding how experiences of museums changed over time for young children from a first
encounter to a point at which a building might become familiar.
The findings of the project take as a starting point children and families own experiences of museums. The
report suggests that many of the findings require a reconceptualization of why young children may visit
museums and what a successful visit looks like. In summary ingredients for a successful museum visit for
young children includes provision that
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•
•

•

•

May be incidental or unexpected
Is diverse and involves moving between different kinds of space and things that are familiar and
unfamiliar. Examples are things that are mysterious, hard to understand, opportunities to move up
and down, small cracks and holes in walls and differing scale.
Involves repetition and leads to repeated visits, leading to children developing rituals and repeat
practices. This may be about familiarity, touch or contact, which may engender contentment.
Museums need to develop a language and promote the value of repeat visits and the value of
repeated actions during the visits.
Promote movement that leads to learning, communication, memory making and play. This means
recognising the importance of stairs, windows, corridors, and open spaces.
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SECTION 2
Key findings
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4.

KEY FINDINGS

4.1. Visitor number review
The following section presents findings related to HMP’s Under-fives Key Performance Indicators.
Partnership-wide visitor numbers
Since the start of the MPM period in 2014/15 visitor figures across the partnership have followed an upward
trend, rising from 739,348 to 1,421,942.
Table 2: Total visitors to HMP sites by year (April 2015 – December 2017)

2015/16
March)
739,348

Total visitors

(April

to 2016/17 (April
March)
1,290,058

to 2017/18 (April to
December)
1,421,942

Source: Humber Museum Partnership National Portfolio Organisation Annual Reports to Arts Council

Visitor figures relating specifically to the under-fives audience demonstrate a real growth in the audience,
these have been presented in line with key performance indicators as reported to Arts Council.

Partnership-wide targeted events
Table 3: Partnership-wide targeted under-fives activities and participants by year (April 2015 –
January 2018)
Service
East Riding
Museum
Service
Hull
Museums and
Ferens Art
Gallery
North
Lincolnshire
Museum
Service
Partnership
total

Year 1
activities
7

Year 1
children
18

Year 2
activities
8

Year 2
children
390

Year 3
activities
22

Year 3
children
224

6

210

90

2434

124

1864

33

148

100

1370

72

1008

46

376

198

4194

218

3096

NLMS delivers regular under-fives sessions at North Lincolnshire Museum and Normanby Hall Country Park.
In year one of the project, there were 148 participants attending the themed drop in sessions, but this grew
in year two to 1370 participants. Recent visitor figures indicate 1008 participants have so far taken part in
targeted activity from April to November 2017.
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In Hull where regular themed drop in sessions for under-fives have been embedded at Streetlife Museum
(Transport Tots) and Ferens Art Gallery (Gallery Expeditions and Mini Masterpieces) there were 2434
participants in 2016-17. This is a significant increase from the 210 participants in 2015-16. Sessions have been
attended by 1864 people so far during 2017/18 (as at November 2017) and have regular followings.
As mentioned previously, due to changes in staffing, regular sessions for under-fives were introduced at East
Riding sites in Autumn 2017. At Treasure House, Tiny Treasures sessions began in November 2017 with a
total of 30 children (as well as parents and including repeat visitors) attending the first three sessions. Fifteen
Sewerby Squirrels sessions have been delivered so far with a recorded attendance of 143 children.
The electronic counters on the door of the Explore Art children’s gallery show at Ferens Art Gallery 111,700
people have visited since it opened in January 2017 until the end of November 2017.
Treasure House recorded an increase in the number of children (aged 0-18 years) visiting from 6436 in 2015
to 8056 by November 2017. This gives an indication of increased family visitors to back up anecdotal
observations that there has been an increase in this audience.

Target areas
Interventions in Hull and North Lincolnshire targeted specific postcodes however activity in ERYMS did not.
This service confirmed with the advice and guidelines provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council
Children's centres, who operate a programme of targeted universalism. Whereby programmes are open
and available to all, but vulnerable or disadvantaged families might be sign posted to particular events and
activities. This remains the service’s ongoing strategy.
Data revealed that targeted programming across the partnership succeeded in attracting visitors from target
postcode areas.
In Hull during 2016/17, 7% of the audience at regular drop in sessions, Transport Tots and Gallery Expeditions,
were from the following target areas:
•
•
•
•
•

HU4 6 Gipsyville/Hessle Road/Anlaby Park
HU6 6 Orchard Park
HU7 4 Bransholme
HU8 8/9 Stoneferry/Longhill
HU11 4 Bilton

In total, 10% of the audience attending Mini Masterpieces programme of events over the summer holiday
2017 were from the following target postcodes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

HU4 6 Gipsyville/Hessle Road/Anlaby Park
HU6 6 Orchard Park
HU7 4 Bransholme
HU8 8/9 Stoneferry/Longhill
HU9 4/5 Greatfield Estate/Preston Rd
HU11 4 Bilton
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NLMS
Overall, 22% of the audience attending Museum Minis were from target postcodes representing the local
areas experiencing the greatest levels of deprivation.

Partnerships
Over the course of the project so far, a total of 230 partnerships were developed with organisations including
early years providers – children’s centres, nurseries, Early Years Improvement Team and Regeneration Team
(see full list of partners in Appendices).
Across the HMP, partnerships with early years providers, whether it be children’s centres or early years
teams, helped increase usage of the sites by under-fives, their parents and carers as well as the people that
support them in childcare settings. In Hull, the partnership with Early Years Improvement Team helped
increase use of sites (notably Ferens Art Gallery and Streetlife Museum) with four of the settings becoming
regular users of sessions. A total of eighteen nurseries made 37 visits from 2015 to 2017, with 9 making
repeat visits.
The following table presents details about partnerships with early years providers including nurseries and
children centres. Please note even through engagement might include multiple projects with the same
partner, each partner has only been counted once.

Table 4: Partnerships with early years providers (April 2015 – November 2017)
Service

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

East Riding of Yorkshire Museum Service
Hull Museum and Ferens Art Gallery

6
16

2
13

4
5

North Lincolnshire Museum Service

6
+13
nurseries
and
children’s
centres
42

6+1

1

22

10

Partnership total

In addition, the Under-Fives Officer in Hull delivered training and advocacy to a further 107 people at
conferences between 2015 and 2018. This included early years practitioners and trainee teachers.
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Table 5: Group visits onsite including self-directed and facilitated (School, Nursery, Preschool, Childminders)
by year (April 2015 – November 2017)
Service

Hull Museum
and Ferens Art
Gallery
North
Lincolnshire
Museum
Service
Partnership
total

Year 1
number
of visits
39

Year 1
Year 2
children number of
visits
688
71

Year 2
children

Year 3
children

1140

Year 3
number of
visits
33

3

87

8

213

7

148

42

775

79

1473

40

737

589

Figures are unavailable for East Riding Museum Service.
Table 6: Outreach activities by year (April 2015 – January 2018)
Service

Year 1
outreach
activities
2

East Riding
Museum of
Yorkshire Service
Hull Museum
5
and Ferens Art
Gallery
North
3
Lincolnshire
Museum Service
Partnership total 10

Year 1
outreach
children
30

Year 2
outreach
activities
5

Year 2
outreach
children
49

Year 3
outreach
activities
6

Year 3
outreach
children
171

120

6

166

0

0

43

4

176

2

39

193

15

391

8

210
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4.2. Digital engagement
The project has so far included targeted digital engagement to:
•
•
•

Connect with wider audiences and make information about sites and collections more accessible to
people
Share content about sites and collections
Monitor what is said about the organisations

‘5 things to discover’ challenge
This was a partnership wide targeted campaign in Summer 2016 designed to encourage families to enter into
a digital conversation about their visits. A template leaflet was created and adapted for each site with visitors
invited to share content about what they had discovered in sites across the partnership. It was a way of
drawing attention to highlights in the collection that would be of interest to families and also addressing
barriers, for example, at Normanby Hall – children were encouraged to sit in a bath, at Sewerby Hall – children
were encouraged to stand like a statue and at Maritime Museum – children were encouraged to growl at the
polar bear.
Data collected for East Riding revealed the campaign had greatest impact on Facebook with a reach of 11,575.

Figure 2: Example of ‘5 Things’ Facebook post

In Hull, the leaflet was made available at summer activities with visitors invited to hand them in and get a
sticker. Photos that were featured on the leaflet seemed to have an impact with people posting selfies of
themselves mimicking images on the leaflet – for example, posing as knights, growling like polar bears at
Maritime Museum. Visitors posted images of themselves posing with new objects but not those in the leaflet
which could be seen to infer that they were inspired to engage with new objects.
In North Lincolnshire, Facebook analytics revealed the total reach during the project (summer 2016) was
6,409. This was 11,533 for Normanby Hall.
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Whilst the intervention was seen to be successful in heightening awareness of the suitability of sites for under
5s however it was difficult to apply a one size fits all approach for this type of resource.
Across the partnership, social media, Facebook in particular, has been a very effective tool for promoting
sessions and enabling parents to share content with each other. Parents cited Facebook being the major
route by which they found out about events, for example Woodland Tots was shared 25 times.
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4.3. Visitor Profile Survey
in 2015, at the start of the HMP under-fives project a baseline visitor survey was undertaken. This activity
was duplicated in July and August 2017 to enable a comparative study to measure the impact of the underfives project, specifically:
•
•
•
•

To understand current levels of visiting by families with children aged under 5 at each of the
participating venues, and to situate this within the wider audience for each venue.
To understand the context in which under-fives visit, including group composition, patterns of
visiting, distance travelled and marketing channels.
To gauge what is important to people visiting with under-fives.
To compare the results of the survey against those reported in 2015.

The full report can be found in the Appendices but this section summarises the findings from this audience
survey that may offer an insight into the impact of the project on the under-fives audience, looking at the
profile of the under-fives audience and how the museums are currently performing. It is important to view
the survey as a snapshot of the audiences visiting the sites. A total of 1526 groups were surveyed.
What is important to under-fives and their families?
-

As seen in the 2015 survey, the area of provision that is most important to families with under-fives
is feeling that families are welcome (something the majority of sites perform well in - see section 4.4.
Mystery Shopping Key Findings on page 24). Spaces that children can be active in and make noise
was of greater importance to parents than those surveyed in 2015. Other important facilities
included having a safe, enclosed environment. Toilets and baby-changing facilities were once again
some of the most important areas of provision.

-

For families with younger babies and toddlers, storage for pushchairs, pushchair friendly spaces,
seats and places to sit down and rest and spaces for adults to relax were also very important.

-

There was little variation between the different family-friendly elements of displays and activities
suggesting that all these elements were very important to visitors with under-fives. As in 2015 the
single most important factor was the opportunity for children to have fun, followed by opportunities
for children to learn. For groups visiting with older children, having activities and displays which
engage older children as well was very important.

What do under-fives audiences think of HMP venues?
-

In general, levels of satisfaction (as measured by how likely people are to recommend a visit to other
families with under-fives) were high across the partnership, with respondents happy to recommend
all the sites to family and friends. The highest rated sites based on average ratings are Normanby Hall
Country Park (whole site) (4.60), Streetlife Museum (4.56), Sewerby Hall (4.45) and Ferens Art Gallery
(4.38). Across the partnership there was an increase of 0.11 in ratings from the 2015 figures with
Ferens Art Gallery (+0.50), Sewerby Hall (+0.38) and Streetlife Museum (+0.37) experiencing the
greatest increase in average ratings since 2015.
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-

All three of the services that comprise the HMP demonstrated an increase in average ratings of
facilities for families being perceived as ‘good’ to ‘very good’ across all the sites with the exception
of Maritime Museum which scored less well on this measure. The highest rated sites based on
average ratings are Sewerby Hall (4.83), Normanby Hall Country Park (4.63) and North Lincolnshire
Museum (4.54). Most sites’ average ratings are comparable to that of 2015 except for Ferens Art
Gallery (+0.54) and Sewerby Hall (+0.50) that both saw a marked increase.

-

Displays and activities for families are generally perceived as ‘good’ to ‘very good’ across all the sites,
with Sewerby Hall (4.78), North Lincolnshire Museum (4.57) and Streetlife Museum (4.51) receiving
the highest scores. All but two sites saw an increase in average rating compared to 2015 figures. The
sites that have seen the greatest increase in average ratings since 2015 are Ferens Art Gallery (+0.69),
Sewerby Hall (+0.65) and Normanby Hall Country Park (+0.21).

-

In general, families felt that they had fun at the Humber Museums Partnership venues with scores
for fun and enjoyment typically in the ‘a moderate amount’ to ‘a lot’ range. The majority of sites’
average ratings are comparable to that of 2015 except for Sewerby Hall (+0.60) and Ferens Art Gallery
(+0.49) that both saw a marked increase.

-

Compared to the 2015 survey there was a marked increase in average score rating for ‘opportunities
for learning’, a factor that was seen to be very important to families. The sites that have seen the
greatest increase in average ratings since 2015 are Sewerby Hall (+0.61), Treasure House (+0.52),
Ferens Art Gallery (+0.29). Two of the lowest rated sites in 2015 (Ferens Art Gallery and Treasure
House) have seen the largest increase which indicates that the offer is moving in the right direction.

Other venues for under-fives visits
-

When asked to name other places in the Humber region they would particularly recommend to
families with children aged under 5, almost a third of all responses (31%) were HMP sites. The low
number of other museum / galleries mentioned is interesting, suggesting the predominance of HMP
sites in the region as venues that are perceived to be good places to visit with under-fives.

Characteristics of the under-fives audience
-

Families with under-fives continue to make up a substantial proportion of existing visitors to Humber
Museums Partnership venues. Under-fives are accompanied by an average of 2.9 other people, and
the average group size is 4.4 people. In 2015, under-fives were accompanied by an average of 2.4
other people, and the average group size was 4.1 people.

-

Intergenerational visits (grandparent and grandchildren visits) are still frequent, with 26% of visits
that include under-fives also including adults aged over 55. Although there was a slight reduction
on the 2015 figure of 30% (2015).

-

Around half of the visitors aged under 5 across all sites are aged 3 to 4 years old. The exception to
this is Hull and East Riding Museum, where more children aged 0 to 2 were captured by the audience
survey.
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-

Across the partnership most respondents bringing under-fives to sites were repeat visitors. The sites
featuring the highest incidents of repeat visitors were at Maritime Museum (86%) and North
Lincolnshire Museum (83%). Repeat visitors represented over 70% of visitors surveyed across all
sites. The exception, as in 2015, is at Sewerby Hall, where over half of respondents were first time
visitors to the site.

-

As seen in 2015, the type of visit made by groups with under-fives varies: at weekends and in school
holidays, under-fives visit as part of broader groups including older children, while during term-time
weekdays the under-fives are usually the only children in the party.

-

Dwell time varies by site with Sewerby Hall and Normanby Hall seeing a larger proportion of visits
lasting over 1 hour, whilst the remaining sites see a larger proportion of visits lasting between 1-2
hours. Compared to 2015, the average length of visit across all sites has risen.

Geographic spread of the under-fives audience
-

Around 80% of the under-fives audience surveyed live within the Humber region. Around half of all
groups visiting with under-fives came from within the East Riding. Museums in Hull tend to attract
under-fives visitors from Hull itself (56%) and the immediate parts of the East Riding (35%)
surrounding the city. Once again, Ferens Art Gallery and the Streetlife Museum had the largest
occurrence of families visiting from further afield. In contrast, North Lincolnshire and East Riding
museums tend to attract under 5 visitors from within their own regions or from outside the region.

Situating the under-fives audience within the wider visitor profile
-

The percentage of groups including under-fives visitors across all sites had increased slightly from
2015, rising from 24% to 26%. Groups including at least one under-five child make up around half
of the visits to North Lincolnshire sites (Normanby Hall Country Park and North Lincolnshire
Museum). This is an increase of approximately 20% when compared to the 2015 figure.

-

At Sewerby Hall and the Treasure House, under-fives audiences make up 16% of the existing visitor
profile, an increase of 5% from 2015. Groups including at least one under-five make up 25% of the
visits to Sewerby Hall and 8% of the visits to Treasure House.
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4.4.

Mystery shopping – key findings

The following section summarises the mystery shopping activity. More detailed summary reports
can be found in the Appendices.
What was good across the partnership?
Breaking down barriers – challenging existing parent perceptions
-

Across all sites where improvements to the under-fives offer had been implemented the mystery
shopping revealed that the services had succeeded in breaking down a number of significant barriers,
most notably addressing the perception that the site is not appropriate for under-fives, instead
making under-fives and their families feel welcome and engaging them during the visit.

“I didn’t expect to stay in the house so long. I didn’t think there would be so much to keep her [under 5 child]
entertained.” Mystery Shopper, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“The museum was made more engaging by the activities and resources available.” Mystery Shopper,
Treasure House

Effective signage
-

Effective signage (i.e. that which communicated the offer for under-fives, physical provision and
extended a friendly welcome) was apparent around the entrances of the majority of the sites across
the partnership with the exception of Maritime Museum and Ferens Art Gallery. For example, at
Treasure House the signage for the under-fives ‘Explorer kits’ is visible as you walk up the stairs to
the museum.

-

At Sewerby Hall signage explaining what was on offer for under-fives was very clear. A helpful
museum map near the entrance and clear information about costs, events, activities meant that if
parents had been lacking confidence in interacting with staff they could access information
independently.

-

This was also noted at North Lincolnshire Museum where ‘breastfeeding friendly’ and ‘Kids in
Museums’ logos which clearly visible at the entrance. Explorers Bags and backpacks were clearly
visible in the entrance area. These act as a non-verbal signal to visitors that they are welcome and
go a long way to making families feel it is a place for them.

-

Signage was used effectively to encourage under-fives and their families to use play and imagination
to explore in The Ironstone Cottage in North Lincolnshire Museum with a large sign on entry saying,
“please touch” and another inside suggesting “Why not cook some food for dinner?” using the toy
food on the table or “Can you sit in the bath like Walter or Ada?”.
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Staff welcoming and supportive of visitors with young children
-

The welcome provided by staff at the majority of the sites again made evident the efforts across the
service to address the perception of many parents that museums and galleries aren’t appropriate
places for under-fives.

-

Sewerby Hall, for whom this perception is perhaps the greatest barrier, really excelled in this area.
All staff were informative and enthusiastic about the under-fives provision in the house, emphasising
how much is in the house for under-fives. Whilst there were clear boundaries for parents visiting
with under-fives (i.e. no prams/buggies in the house, roped off areas in the house and artefacts that
couldn’t be touched) that were clearly communicated verbally and through signage as already
mentioned, these messages were always balanced with a helpful alternative thus making sure it
simply became an incidental factor and not a barrier.

“There’s lots to do for little ones, lots to touch”. Member of staff in Ticket Office, Sewerby Hall and
Gardens
“We had had an awful journey with our child being very sick so to be greeted by a smile was much
appreciated.” Mystery shopper, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
-

Where staff interact with children it goes a long way to making the whole family feel welcome. In
North Lincolnshire Museum intervention from a staff member when a young visitor because upset
put the visit back on track - he spoke to the child in a friendly and appropriate manner before asking
her to look after museum’s dinosaur soft toy and show him around the galleries; “this interaction
was fantastic.” At Ferens Art Gallery the staff member serving food in the café tested the plate of
the under 5 before placing it in front of her.

Cost
-

It was seen to be a pleasant surprise at Normanby Hall that the annual family pass does not limit the
number of children (i.e. 2 adults and 2 children) but would accommodate larger families (i.e. 2 adults
and 4 children) so long as they arrive in the same car.

Facilities for families with young children
-

The sites seemed to reflect the understanding that under-fives don’t come on their own and
demonstrated that they had attempted to meet the needs of all of the family. With most (the
exception being Maritime Museum) providing good basic facilities.

“Good basic facilities and a nice cup of coffee went a long way to keeping parents happy.” Mystery shopper,
North Lincolnshire Museum
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-

Access for under-fives was good at all sites except Hull Maritime Museum. Across the sites there
could be improvements in toilet facilities enabling independence by under-fives. The provision of
comfortable seating was excellent at Sewerby Hall, Normanby Hall, North Lincolnshire Museum in
particular. The provision of slings at Sewerby Hall was noted.

Effective interpretation for under-fives
-

The interpretation at North Lincolnshire Museum, Normanby Hall, Sewerby Hall, Treasure House and
Ferens Art Gallery were praised for the family friendly activities and opportunities for under-fives
and their families to engage with collections and the sites.

-

The height objects /art works were displayed was seen to be at was particularly good for under-fives
at Sewerby Hall, North Lincolnshire Museum, Ferens Art Gallery and Treasure House. Of note were
opportunities to handle objects at ground level and use provided resources (Explorer Kits) to explore
them. This was noted at North Lincolnshire Museum. In addition, at Sewerby Hall the child visitor
enjoyed prompts to look for features in the carpet (part of the trail) and the placing of information
linked to the trail at ground level. Also at Sewerby, the provision of binoculars was a great addition,
encouraging visitors to look out of the window, providing a fun and interesting talking point.

-

The provision of small steps (Sewerby Hall and Treasure House) to enable under-fives to explore
displays was also appreciated.

Dedicated under-fives spaces
-

Where dedicated under-fives spaces were provided (North Lincolnshire Museum, Treasure House,
Sewerby Hall and Ferens Art Gallery) they were appreciated for offering a clean, safe and fun
environment for all under-fives (babies to pre-schoolers) to engage with collections and museum
sites.

-

Aspects of these dedicated spaces that the children particularly enjoyed included places to explore,
i.e. dens and cubby holes. Young visitors were engaged by the provision of a range of activities spread
across the different areas of the room, including themed areas, dress up, under the sea themed area,
snug for reading / relaxing, picture books, small table and chairs, building blocks etc. They were also
appreciated for the prompts and opportunities they offered families to engage in different
conversations helping them make connections to the collections. It was also valued where there
were items to keep children engaged and enable parents to ‘have a breather’!

“It’s a well-thought out space that welcomes and excites.” Mystery shopper, Dudley’s Den, North
Lincolnshire Museum
“She said wow on walking into a few areas – the beach room was empty of other visitors and she initially ran
around looking at everything and transporting items before properly focusing on items. She really focused on
the different areas and we were in the room for a good thirty minutes then returned to it.” Mystery shopper,
Sewerby Hall and Gardens
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Opportunities for play, explore and experience
Explorer Resources were used by mystery shoppers at three sites and all helped the children (2.5 and 4)
explore the museum on their own terms. Where sites had limited interventions, e.g. Hull and East Riding
Museum, dress up activities were appreciated.
The exercise demonstrated that the provision of opportunities for children to meet EYFS areas of learning
can have a huge impact on the value of the experience for parent and child. Aspects of this provision that
were particularly appreciated were:
•
•
•
•
•

Communication and language – role play areas, prompts to encourage visitors to talk about
displays (e.g. handling objects/toys related to the collections)
Literacy – collection related story area, opportunities to include under-five stories
Mathematics – simple toys such as shape sorter, tape measures
Understanding the world – small world play areas
Arts and design – colouring table, dressing up resources to facilitate talking about and investigating
artworks on display

The space
Where dedicated spaces were provided the following elements were appreciated:
-

Provision of story / reading areas – a good selection of books related to the collections and
cushions for comfort (e.g. Treasure House, Sewerby Hall and Gardens, North Lincolnshire Museum
and Normanby Hall Country Park).

-

Resources in appropriate storage - that enables under-fives to transport items without parents
having to worry about them ‘messing’ areas up and that enable parents to be led by children (e.g.
under-fives space in Ferens, Dudley’s Den in North Lincolnshire Museum, under-fives areas of
Sewerby Hall and Gardens and areas of Normanby Hall Country Park.

-

Consider the needs of non-mobile children (baby or child with additional needs) - providing an area
in a corner where they are safe and can look out on the space. e.g. Explore Art at Ferens Art Gallery,
Dudley’s Den at North Lincolnshire Museum and areas of the under-fives area at Sewerby Hall were
cleverly designed to enable non-mobile children to have a good view of the space.

Access improvements
-

There was no ramp at the main entrance to Hull Maritime Museum meaning parents had to carry
their stroller inside. There is a buggy park next to the lift to the second floor which is useful as the
walkways throughout the building are narrow and there are the occasional stairs between rooms
(on the same floor). It would have helped the parents if the staff members mentioned the
accessibility side entrance to the building.
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-

At Hull Maritime Museum toilets are located on the ground floor but require a key from reception
to access. All sites could benefit from improvements in toilets for toddlers, i.e. to support
independence.

Trails
-

The provision of trails for the under-fives audience had a mixed response from both children and
parents. What seems most important is that if they are provided they are designed specifically for
under-fives and their families and that staff use discretion in handing them out.

“I’ve never done a trail with her before, at 3 I thought she might be too young but she loved it and told me
off for not looking for things in all of the rooms.” Mystery shopper, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
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4.5.

Parental research – key findings

4.5.1 Overview
As demonstrated in Section 4.1 – visitor number review the interventions have been hugely successful in
increasing the under-fives audience across the partnership. This section goes on to present key findings to
emerge from consultation with parents that may offer an explanation as to why this increase has occurred.
Findings are presented from across the partnership as well as individual sites and are themed to better
understand the following principles that can inform future developments across the partnership:
•
•
•

What works when delivering sustainable under-fives programmes/interventions on a budget.
How can we plan effective interpretation for under-fives and families?
How best to reach out to under 5 and families through marketing and partnerships

The section also includes case studies that were seen to demonstrate best practice in developing under-fives
provision across the partnership.
As explained in section 3.2, the parent research encompasses a number of different sources of evidence,
including existing evaluation data gathered by Learning Officers from 2015-2017 as well as consultation with
parents undertaken by the research team as part of this evaluation.
It is important to note that due to variations in evaluation data collected across the services, as well as the
differing provision being delivered during the research window, there is variation across sites in the number
of parents consulted and the type of sessions/events they were consulted at.

4.5.2 What works when delivering sustainable under-fives programmes/interventions on a
budget
Regular sessions resulted in under-fives and their families becoming repeat visitors
Across all of the sites the parents/carers consulted comprised a combination of lapsed visitors (who had
visited the sites as children), repeat visitors over the last 1-3 years and first-time visitors. It was interesting
to note that a high proportion of the visitors explained that they had visited in the past, often not for a
number of years, but having a child gave them the reason to start visiting again and the regular drop in and
bookable sessions were an effective re-introduction to the site.
“I used to come when I was younger, [I’d] not been for years [until I started coming to Woodland
Tots].” Parent of child aged under 5, Woodland Tots, Normanby Hall Country Park
“I hadn’t been here for years but I used to come here as a child and I wanted my daughter to develop a
similar relationship for the space and things in it like I did. It also was something me and my Dad did,
Saturday mornings we went to the museum. I want to have that. She loves the horse and we go and visit
that every time we come.” Parent of child aged under 5, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
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Table 7: Number of parents consulted who were repeat visitors
Museums service
Number of parents
Number of parents
consulted who were
consulted who were
first time visitors
repeat visitors
ERYMS
HMS
NLMS

5
6
5

25
19
14

Number of parents
consulted who were
repeat visitors after
a lapse
5
15
10

In Hull, Transport Tots and Gallery Expeditions have built up a loyal following of under-fives and their
parents/carer/grandparents who return week on week. Similarly, the Mini Masterpiece events run over the
summer holidays were often attended by regular visitors. Museum Minis at North Lincolnshire Museum has
also built up a regular following, as has Woodland Tots at Normanby Hall.
At Sewerby Hall and Treasure House in the East Riding where regular sessions were introduced in Autumn
2017 this pattern has also emerged. Staff at Treasure House also confirmed seeing the same under-fives and
their parents return frequently to the site even before the regular Tiny Treasures sessions were introduced
but following the introduction of under-fives activities and dedicated space to the permanent galleries.
“It encouraged me to go to all of the museums I'd never been to before.” Parent of under-five child,
Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
“We come as a family. Nice day out and it's free. See different things to talk about and it opens their [underfives minds]. We always look round the gallery and they like the headphones - we make up stories about the
paintings. We didn't come before - it was good for adults but not really children. It didn't feel like they were
welcome - not little ones anyway - everything was upstairs. It wasn't very inspiring but we love it now.
We've been to quite a few things in the Museums too - it's one of our go to places.” Parent of under-five
child, Mini Masterpieces, Ferens Art Gallery
“Been lots of times [to Hull Museums and Ferens Art Gallery] over the summer - we'd not really been before.
We came to the first [Mini Masterpieces] event and loved it.” Parent of under-five child, Mini
Masterpieces, Ferens Art Gallery
A number of parents commented that the introduction to the site encouraged them to return to the site at
other times, for example, with other family members.
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Case study… Museum Minis, North Lincolnshire Museum
Museum Minis provides a good example of how a regular under 5s session can build up a regular
audience, encouraging repeat visits.

Background
Museum Minis has been running as a regular group at North Lincolnshire Museum, since July 2016.
Meeting every Wednesday at 10.30am and Friday from 1.30pm inside Dudley’s Den at the museum. The
free sessions are delivered by the museum’s Learning Team exploring a theme from the museum through
creative play, stories, singing and sensory learning.
The drop-in sessions are themed each week and follow a structure of:
- Welcome song
- Free play and sensory exploration to link to the theme
- Craft activity to link to the theme
- Storytime
- Song
- Four or five activity stations are set up in the space so the children can move around.
Cost of delivering the session
Resources relating to transport for this age group were purchased including:
Negligible consumables: £156.05
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impact
The group has provided a good opportunity to raise awareness of the increase in under 5s provision, build
up a regular audience and get a dialogue with parents and Early Years providers. Since it began a total of xx
children under-five have attended Museum Minis with the group always being well attended.
Parents and children value the session for providing a balance of familiar structure with something
different every week.
Anecdotal evidence about one family attending Museum Minis demonstrates the impact this repetition and
ritual can have. The family had been coming for some time – the child often brought by her grandparent.
The grandparent explained that the child’s parents had split and the little girl and her mother had lost their
home, moving in with the grandparents. The Grandparent went on to reveal the importance of the child
attending Museum Minis as it was a constant in an otherwise unsettled life. The Learning Officer noted the
progress made by the child over the course of the weeks in terms of concentration, engagement and
communication with her and others in the group.
Reflections
- A reflect and adapt approach has worked, for example, the session would break mid-way for snack time.
However, this was found to affect the flow of the session so the snack was removed altogether as there
was no other time it would work. As a result, the flow of the session and ability of children to engage
meaningfully in activities has been improved.
- The Learning Officer has strong links with Children Centres in the area which has helped promote the
sessions.
- There is an archaeology pit in the room which was covered to prevent children getting distracted by it and
because of the mess that would be created if children used it.

Partnership-wide under-fives offer has broken down barriers
Across all sites parents noted that ‘the feel of the place’ and ‘friendly welcome’ had contributed to a change
in their perceptions of the venue. Some parents confirmed they had initially been surprised at the existence
of the under-fives offer – claiming that prior to experiencing the provision they had limited experience of the
site (in general for some and in adult life for others).
As well as the welcome received, feedback revealed that the interventions, both targeted events and sessions
and in some cases the provision for under-fives across the whole site had altered perceptions about sites.
Aspects people seemed most surprised by included:
•
•
•
•

Extent to which the site was geared towards under 5s
Ability of the site to engage under-fives
Amount of activities on offer for under 5s
Welcome given to under-fives and their families
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“I assumed it would be boring for small children, but I tried it and was pleasantly surprised.” Parent of
under-five child, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“I wasn’t expecting specific child areas/activities.” Parent of under-five child, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“Terrified of toddlers wandering off or touching things so any exhibit that gives them freedom to explore is
great.” Parent of under-five child, Normanby Hall Country Park
“It’s more child friendly than I was expecting. Keeping an under 5 quiet and trying to stop them from
running around is difficult which is why we like it here – there are things to entertain them in the house but
also they can run around outside.” Parent of under-five child, Normanby Hall Country Park
“I noticed in the museum they have little steps for them [under-fives] to step up so they can see the exhibits.
I think that’s really nice, kiddie friendly, you haven’t got that fear that you have to keep them quiet and
contained like in a lot of places.” Parent of under-five child, Tiny Treasures, Treasure House Museum
“I’d heard the house was good for little ones which you wouldn’t expect so I came with my daughter (2) and
she loved it. She asks to come now.” Parent of under-five child, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“Not taking a pram in might be a barrier until you actually do it then you’ll see it’s not a problem.
Key message to get across is that its friendly.” Parent of under 5 child, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“[The provision for under-fives in the Hall was a] lovely surprise thank you.” Parent of under-five child,
Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“I was impressed at how much there was for my son to do. Already planned a visit back with the whole
family.” Parent of under-five child, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“We will definitely become frequent visitors.” Parent of under-five child, Sewerby Hall and Gardens

Figure 3: Feedback from visitor to Sewerby Hall and Gardens
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Case study… Treasure House
The Treasure House in Beverley is a good example of how the gradual introduction of targeted resources and
practice work cumulatively to increase staff familiarity and confidence with this under-fives, embedding long
term improvements in provision for this audience.

Background
The starting point for the under-fives project at Treasure House was to increase under-fives resources in
the museum. Whilst there were colouring/activity sheets/other interactives, book browse and dressing up
in place the specialist provision for under-fives was seen to be limited.
Guided by the expertise of the under-fives officer and the experience of the Creative Families Arts Award
pilot project the site developed the stock of resources available and monitored their use through informal
anecdotes from Front of House staff.
Explorer Kits, a partnership-wide initiative, were installed into the Treasure House. They consist of a
selection of play and exploration resources aimed at under-fives to use with their parents/carers to initiate
and facilitate under 5 appropriate exploration and understanding of the museum space and its displays.
They can be used all over the building if users wish to. Resources are common to those at other sites in the
partnership but at Treasure House visitors pick a soft bucket and fill it with their selection of resources to
use, rather than taking a pre-stocked bag as at Sewerby Hall and North Lincolnshire Museum for example.
The self-select approach was taken to match the different museum layout and character. For example, at
Treasure House it is easier for children to go back and re-select / exchange their items if they want to,
which wouldn't work at Sewerby Hall, where you have more of a 'journey' round the museum.
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Parents participating in a baseline survey at the start of the project indicated a lack of awareness of any
resources for under-fives at the museum. Once they were ready to be introduced to the site, signage for
the Explorer Kits was made visible as visitors walked up the stairs to the museum. The resources
themselves were placed in a prominent position visible from the entrance.
The Explorer Kits are general to all gallery spaces, however the 'Beach Explorer' resources also developed,
were intrinsically linked to a specific part of the collection. The resources were carefully designed in close
consultation with the Curator, during the redevelopment of the 'On the Beach' display case, to engage
under-fives. The area has proved very popular comprising an artist commissioned 3D felt mat of a shoreline
- with rock pools and caves, sea and sand. There are accompanying baskets of natural materials found at
the beach, small world play items for imaginative play on the mat, and a baby treasure box of multi-sensory
sea/beach items such as coloured plastic flat fish for babies to look through and play with, seaweed to
smell. There are also some realistic-looking pebble cushions for the comfort of parents and children which
can also be used as accessories to play with on the mat.
As well as the resources, small steps can be used to help children view display cases.
Impact
The gradual introduction of the resource sets, along with events better targeted to under 5s and the
initiatives such as 5 Things have cumulatively worked to increase staff familiarity and confidence with
under 5 visitors.
“Walking through the museum, more bustle more of the time, family visitors evident. Under 5s resources
have to be cleaned, repaired and replaced – more regularly than we anticipated….so definitely being
used!” Education Officer, Treasure House
Staff reported there has been an increase in under-fives and their families, and repeat visitors.
“Family visitors feel ‘normal’ now, not a novelty. It’s the cumulative effect of all the elements of the project
that has generated tangible increases in family visits and an acceptance by staff of a number of small
changes that has begun the process of becoming a better place for young children to visit.” Education
Officer, Treasure House
Reflections
The prominent placing of the Explorer Resources provided an instant message direct to families that they
are welcome and there is provision for their child under five.
“Children come up the stairs and head straight into the gallery picking up the Explorer Kits as they
go.” Education Officer, Treasure House
The self-select approach to Explorer Resources works really well at the site and in disseminating the
Explorer Resources across all our museum sites, the same model used at Treasure House has been used at
Goole Museum; and the same as Sewerby at Skidby Windmill and at Beverley Guildhall for the same
reasons.
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Under-fives don’t come on their own – think of the whole family unit…
As the DBA surveys of 2015 (and 2017) confirmed on average an under 5 visitor brings another older child
and 2 adults with them on a visit. Feedback from parents revealed the importance in provision being flexible
to meet the needs of the whole family. Whilst this makes the task of learning officers and managers planning
the provision even more challenging, the message was clear…once you’ve done this, you’ve cracked it with
this audience.
Feedback showed how one family valued the Explorer Resources at Sewerby Hall for the extent to which they
enabled one member of the family who had severe physical disabilities to engage in the experience, ‘keeping
him calm and having fun’.

Figure 4: Feedback from visitor to Sewerby Hall and Gardens
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Evidence of impact of sessions on emotional and mental wellbeing
Case Study… Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
Transport Tots demonstrates how a regular under 5s session can encourage build up a regular audience,
encouraging repeat visits.

Background
Transport Tots has been running as a regular group at Streetlife Museum, Hull since April 2016. Meeting
every Monday from 10-11.30. The session is delivered by the Early Years and Families Learning Officer
usually in the Open Space area of Streetlife Museum. Streetlife Museum had proved to be our most
popular with Under 5s and their Families in the pre-project survey and the theme of the museum
(transport) and its interactive and sensory nature made it accessible to parents and the perfect starting
point (visitors can step onto some of the vehicles and it has sounds and smells too).
The drop-in sessions are themed each week with four or five activity stations set up in the space so the
children can move around and follow a structure of:
- Free play to link to the theme
- Craft activity to link to the theme
- Storytime
- Song
- Tea and juice break
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Cost of delivering the session
Resources and toys relating to transport for this age group were purchased including train set, cars and
garage, building blocks.
Transport Tots (from April 2016):
£591.66 set up
£300 a year refreshments
£400 for replacement staff
negligible consumables (I use what is already there so it’s hard to say)
=£1291.66 per year
*725 participants 2016-17, £80 donations
Impact
Since it began a total of xx visitors have attended Transport Tots with the group always being well attended
although has experienced very quiet weeks (often in the summer when the weather is good) but we’ve also
had a couple of surges in visitor numbers.
It attacts a group of about 10 regular families who attend and are getting to know each other. Many of
them have commented that they like the relaxed feel, that much is familiar but there is something different
every week, and that it doesn’t feel cliquey like some play groups can.
Impact on mental health and wellbeing. Focal point of a week. Forged friendships. Enable parents who wish
to come alone to do so on their own terms.
A number of parents commented that they felt the provision offered them the opportunity to develop the
bond with their child. One regular attendee at Transport Tots who had experienced post-natal depression
noted the impact the session had on her emotional and mental wellbeing. Aspects that were attributed as
having a positive impact were being able to share something of value with the child as well as the
structure/content and feel of the session encouraging parents to feel actively involved in what was
perceived to a be a quality learning experience that was benefiting their child. In addition, regular
attendance enabled the development of the relationship between group leader and both parent/carer and
child.
“I can't recommend it [Transport Tots] highly enough. I've been coming on and off for a year, my son is
nearly 18 months and we've been coming since he was 6 months. I wasn't very well after having him and we
tried other sessions but they just didn't help. Esther is so calm and friendly. I honestly think I wouldn't have
got well as quickly as I did if it weren't for her and this session. Without coming here, I wouldn't be
anywhere near as good. We love it and its given me confidence and made me feel better about what I’m
doing as a parent. Also, I'm in a same sex relationship and you expect to be judged but there's none of that
here. It didn't even matter that we're together, sometimes people don't know where to look. But this is not
cliquey at all. “Parent of under-five child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
A member of the city’s Early Years Improvement Team supported on the planning and implementation and
observed the sessions in its early stages providing feedback and recommendations.
The group has provided a good opportunity to raise awareness of the increase in under 5s provision, build
up a regular audience and get a dialogue with parents and Early Years providers.
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Reflections
A reflect and adapt approach has worked, for example, the end time of the session was changed to
11.30am as some children were getting tired approaching lunch time.
The planning was simplified to rotate 8 different themes (one a term) and have a choice of 3 activities or
stories for each. This improved the efficiency and ease with which additional staff can deliver the session
more easily.
Working with the Early Years team has been incredibly helpful, as they assisted on the planning and
implementation, observing the session and advising on health and safety, safeguarding, suggested activities
and even how often to wash resources (and keeping a record on a spreadsheet).
The regularity of the session has resulted in front of house staff getting to know the participants and their
needs. The atmosphere of the sessions is really friendly and the welcome from staff is a big part of that.
The session is a lot for one person to manage and to still have meaningful engagement with the attendees.
Access to logistics like baby change facilities and buggy park is an issue due to proximity.

Parents value access to under-fives provision in cultural settings – offering a creative stimulus
that is different to other provision helping them to feel comfortable in the environment
Feedback revealed that the parents who were consulted value the availability of under-fives provision in
museums, historic houses, parkland and gallery settings. Parents explained that they welcome the
opportunities the provision offers their children to enjoy and engage with the settings – as a way of
introducing their children to cultural environments in a way that was appropriate to her needs as well as
simply offering a creative stimulus that is different to other provision.
“I’ve come with my daughter who is 2. It’s a bit different to a normal play group. It’s flexible too, you don’t
have to book, you can just drop in, I like the themes too.” Parent of under-five child, Tiny Treasures,
Treasure House
At Ferens in particular, there was a sense that the regular under-fives sessions enabled parents to visit
exhibitions that might be difficult to ordinarily attend with a young child. Parents enjoyed looking at the
exhibitions with their child as well as having an opportunity to enjoy the setting themselves reassured by the
knowledge that their child had been stimulated during the visit. There was also the reassurance that should
the child become unsettled they could return to the ‘Explore Art’ gallery which they knew the child would
enjoy.
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“We spend time doing this [Gallery Expedition at Ferens Art Gallery] or hanging out in this room [Explore Art
Gallery] and then I can look round any exhibition I might want to see. It’s a sort of play off! Then I can go
and do errands while he’s having a rest in his pushchair. Perfect!” Parent of under-five child, Mini
Masterpieces, Ferens Art Gallery
“What I like about it [Gallery Expedition at Ferens Art Gallery] is that my daughter is getting used to the
environment, appropriate to her level of development.” Parent of under-five child, Mini Masterpieces,
Ferens Art Gallery
“[I like the] opportunity to combine play and craft activities with looking at the gallery with my child.”
Parent of under-five child, Mini Masterpieces, Ferens Art Gallery
“[It’s] important that this sort of thing is available, people don't do this sort of thing at home and to be able
to do it in such a great setting.” Parent of under-five child, Woodland Tots, Normanby Hall Country Park

Visitors engage in the session and then visit their favourite exhibits
Of the parents consulted at regular sessions, a significant proportion confirmed that they usually stay and
have a look around the rest of the site after the session. Of these, a number revealed that sometimes they
return as a family at the weekend. Families often have their favourite exhibits in the museums with parents
enjoying being led by their children to see them.

Across the partnership, parents value the under-fives offer
Across all of the sites parents had high praise for the quality of the under-fives offer they were accessing.
There was a definite feeling amongst parents that every aspect of the sessions had been thoughtfully planned
and executed by the under-fives officers. A high proportion of the parents consulted recognised the
opportunity under-fives provision offered for children to build confidence by interacting with other children
and adults. The expertise of the delivery staff to facilitate a session offering free play combined with a familiar
structure that was well organised and thoughtfully planned were also frequently commended.
Comments revealed that the sessions enable parents and children to gain confidence in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Chance to do something different
Gain confidence playing with child
Gain ideas to engage child in creative play, arts and craft activities
Develop confidence bringing child to a museum/gallery
Social opportunities for child

The following diagram presents aspects of the under-fives provision across HMP that were valued by parents
and that were seen to represent a quality provision.
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Figure 5: Diagram demonstrating aspects of regular drop in under-fives provision most valued by
parents

Location within
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environment
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under 5s
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organised
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“The session is great - to help increase independence, raise confidence and self-esteem of my child and
develop sharing and social skills and listening and attention during story time and song time.” Parent of
under-five child, Gallery Expedition, Ferens Art Gallery
All parents said they would recommend the provision to another family with many indicating that they had
been encouraged to attend through word of mouth recommendations as well as reviews on Facebook and
the parent Facebook group Mumbler.
“I’d totally recommend it but I want to keep it for ourselves. I don’t want it becoming inundated.” Parent of
under-five child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
“My son and I have been to the Woodland Tots sessions and we both really enjoyed them, it's given us lots
of ideas to use at home and we've made new friends too! Also, we ended up spending a full day at the park
which I rarely do at most places, the splash pad is fab and the park kept him entertained for ages too so a
day well spent. Can see us spending a lot of summer days there now we've sussed it out.” Parent of underfive child, Normanby Hall Country Park
“The trail is good, it leads you on to the next room and means you’re not just walking from room to room
without actually looking at anything. It helped us get more out of the visit.” Parent of under-fives child,
Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“I like the kitchen – we had a go at an activity and there’s loads to touch.” Parent of under-fives child,
Sewerby Hall and Gardens
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Group leaders skilled at catering for children at different stages of development and age from 05 years
A number of parents commented on how skilled group leaders were at planning activities that supported
under-fives to develop and learn in different ways. To achieve this, sessions were designed around a variety
of activities that were guided by EYFS principles. They provided opportunities for areas of learning and
development including physical development, personal, social and emotional development, language and
communication, literacy, understanding the world and expressive arts and design. This added to parents’
confidence as they felt reassured knowing their children were accessing activities and resources appropriate
to their age and level of development. Particular reference was made to Farm Tots, Woodland Tots, Museum
Minis and Transport Tots. Breaking the activities down into smaller groups (babies, toddlers and preschoolers for example) helped staff cater better to each age group.
“He has a short attention span so we can move around different activities.” Parent of under-five child,
Transport Tots, Ferens Art Gallery
“There's a freedom to these events. They [under-fives] can learn to play and make mess. It's a really good
set up, well planned, smaller kids here on the plastic sheet and tables for bigger kids. It's good to separate
them, feels safer and you as a parent don't need to worry.” Parent of under-five child, Mini Masterpieces,
Ferens Art Gallery
“Class well run and fun. It’s interesting for the children. Very entertaining.” Parent of under-five child, Mini
Masterpieces, Ferens Art Gallery
“It’s been lovely, the ladies are all really friendly who run it, it’s really well priced too. It’s been nice because
I’ve got my two children so it’s nice to have one of them being played with by the ladies whilst I’ve done the
other activities [with my other child].” Parent of under-five child, Sewerby Squirrels, Sewerby Hall and
Gardens
“They like lots to do – it’s better to have too much than too little.” Parent of under-five child, Museum
Minis, Ferens Art Gallery
“The variety of toys to play with and the different environments in one room is fantastic. So many things to
help Tommy have fun and learn” Parent of under-five child, Museum Minis, Ferens Art Gallery
“Potion making today was fabulous! Well organised, fun session which all the kids really enjoyed. A bit of
magic on a cold, dull day!” Parent of under-five child, Woodland Tots, Normanby Hall Country Park
“The session was brilliant. Nice and different to usual offerings for toddlers! Connie had a blast!” Parent of
under-five child, Woodland Tots, Normanby Hall Country Park
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The sessions enabled parents to be surprised by their children
It was recognised that the sessions had led to occasions where parents were surprised by their children’s
development. Aspects of the practice that were noted included the opportunity for children to develop
confidence to ‘have a go’ by witnessing other children practicing skills in exploring expressive arts. For
example, one parent who took part in the Creative Families Award pilot sessions at Treasure House, noted
how pleased they were to see how their child responded to craft based follow up activities at home, based
on his experiences of handling collection items and role playing around the themes during the sessions.
Previously the child hadn’t shown much interest in crafts. The parent was surprised at how long she managed
to keep him engaged on task during the sessions and it gave her more ideas of things to do at home.
“My child doesn't usually like painting, he gets quite upset getting it on his hands but being in this
environment and seeing loads of other children getting stuck in has encouraged him.” Parent of under-five
child, Treasure House

Parents value access to creative ideas and large or messy activities
Parents revealed they value the opportunity sessions provide for them to try different creative activities and
take ideas home. They also appreciate their children having access to activities they think they can’t easily
replicate e.g. large-scale activities (large art work, den building) or messy play (Mini Masterpieces) to help
children develop confidence and skills in exploring art. At drop in sessions activities were preferred that are
open-ended, enabling parents to get involved. Where craft activities are offered, parents appreciate seeing
an example on display too - children often don’t need instructions, but adults like to know what they’re
aiming for!
Parents also value having large space, particularly when enclosed, for their children to play in. The underfives officers were highly skilled in designing the space for under-fives sessions – with a variety of different
areas to meet the needs of the differing ages present and help to ensure their safety – with raised tables for
older children or those in wheelchairs and floor based activities for infants and toddlers. Having access to
quiet areas (for example, with cushions and books) for practical needs such as rest and nursing is important.
“It's nice to have space - I know there's lots of people here but you can escape to the quiet bit and that's
nice.” Parent of under-five child, Sewerby Squirrels, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“We don't have anything like that at home so it’s great she gets to play with it here.” Parent of under-five
child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
“It's giving me ideas for things I might do at home. Painting with vegetables - so much fun and easy!”
Parent of under-five child, Sewerby Squirrels, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“It's a chance to get messy and it's not my house getting dirty. What's not to love!” Parent of under-five
child, Mini Masterpieces, Ferens Art Gallery
“The children get to socialise and do stuff I wouldn't have thought to include.” Parent of under-five child,
Mini Masterpieces, Ferens Art Gallery
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Provide as high-quality resources as budget allows
An element of the regular under-fives sessions that parents consistently said they appreciated was the access
the provision afforded to a range of different toys and resources that they don’t necessarily have at home.
In East Riding, Hull and North Lincolnshire parents commented on how much they and their child valued
having access to really good quality, imaginative toys. Parents also appreciated access to large scale art and
craft resources where limited budgets, space and subject area expertise may reduce parents access to these
resources. Integral to this was the expertise of the staff planning the activities and supporting parents and
under-fives to engage with the content through both a structured and free-play format.
“At some of the sessions we had been to in other venues (church halls) you feel like they’ve just got a load of
scratty old toys that have been donated and tossed them into the middle of the room. It’s like sharks in a
feeding frenzy as the children scramble after them. We used to call it Fight Club. Esther has picked beautiful
things here and he really enjoys playing with them.” Parent of under-five child, Gallery Expedition, Ferens
Art Gallery
“This is important to help children develop art skills – I can’t access these things [resources] and I wouldn’t
think of doing half of these ideas like using vegetables to paint.” Parent of under-five child, Gallery
Expedition, Ferens Art Gallery

Under-fives means under-fives
Parents felt strongly that if sessions are advertised as for under-fives they should be restricted to underfives. Parents were however in disagreement about the need to provide events in summer holidays that
families with older children could take under-fives. For some, it might be a deterrent if it is under-fives only.
For others, with older children they want to take over 5s. This was corroborated by staff who
acknowledged the significant difference between children under five and those aged five.
“No bigger children running and bullying little children.” Parent of under-five child, Gallery Expedition,
Ferens Art Gallery
“It’s important to be able to access under-fives provision in the summer holidays especially. For me it’s a
deterrent when you know older children are going to be there. The little ones get pushed away.” Parent of
under-five child, Normanby Hall Country Park

Parents prefer morning sessions
The majority of parents consulted were in attendance at morning sessions but all confirmed they preferred
sessions that ran from 10-11am or 11.30am to accommodate nap times and the school run.
“I like to get something done in the morning so you can relax in the afternoon - a feeling of achievement!”
Parent of under-five child, Museum Minis, North Lincolnshire Museum
Parents felt 10-11.30am was a popular time for regular sessions to be run. At Ferens Art Gallery’s Gallery
Expedition session, one parent commented that they appreciated the session being an hour and a half in
length in case they couldn’t come to the session in full or were running late. Parents confirmed the length of
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the session could impact on their decision to attend as getting to an hour-long session on time and making
the most of it was seen to be more challenging and stressful.
"Sometimes if it's only on for an hour and you miss the first thirty mins because we're often late I wouldn't
bother coming - this way you still feel it's worth it if you don't get here till 10.45." Parent of under-five
child, Gallery Expedition, Ferens Art Gallery

Parents like to be able to mix with other attendees – or not!
The circumstances in which parents attended the sessions varied across the sites but tended to consist of a
combination of visitors (parents and grandparents) attending just with their child/children as well as those
coming along with friends. Anecdotal evidence revealed overwhelmingly that parents liked to exchange with
other people on their own terms and felt the sessions weren’t cliquey like other early years provision they
had experienced.
“There’s a different mix of people here and I like that. Some of the [other under-fives] sessions we’ve been
too are really cliquey and as an older parent I’m not that bothered about making a new BFF. I just want to
come and both have a nice time.” Parent under-five child, Gallery Expedition, Ferens Art Gallery
However, where sessions included activities such as making paper aeroplanes, potion making and den
building, parents feedback indicated that they valued the opportunity to reminisce about activity they
undertook as children and share that with other parents. Woodland Tots was a great example of parents
working together.
“I used to do lots of potion/perfume making in my grandma’s garden when I was little” Another mum said,
“me too” “I had forgot about it.” Parent of under-five child, Woodland Tots, Normanby Hall Country Park

Relationship between under 5 and parent/carer with staff delivering sessions
Across the services there was high praise for the expertise of the Learning Officers in planning and
delivering regular sessions that provide a calm yet stimulating creative environment where under-fives can
make personal, social and emotional developments. Some parents made particular reference to the
positive relationships developed between the staff, parent and child. This was one of the areas where the
interventions can have a significant impact on children’s confidence and development in areas such as
confidence, independence, communication and language as well as learning how to interact with other
adults and children. Where staff interacted with children it was noticed and appreciated along with staff
making the parent feel welcome. Parents felt that groups with a limited number of attendees provided a
more meaningful experience for all, with around 15-20 attendees being the optimum number.
“It's a small number so you can talk to other people - not too loud. Esther gets to spend time with the
children which is really nice as a parent.” Parent of under-five child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
“Size is good, keep an eye on him or keep him enclosed.” Parent of under-five child, Mini Masterpieces,
Ferens Art Gallery
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“I can't recommend it [Transport Tots] highly enough. Esther is wonderful.” Parent of under-five child,
Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
“I like seeing how she [under-five child] interacts with Esther and the other children and their parents. It’s
important to help her develop confidence.” Parent of under-five child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum

Figure 6: Feedback from parent at Farm Tots at Normanby Hall Country Park

Evidence of impact of sessions on parent and child’s emotional and mental wellbeing
A number of parents commented that they felt the provision offered them the opportunity to develop the
bond with their child. One regular attendee at Transport Tots who had experienced post-natal depression
noted the impact the session had on her emotional and mental wellbeing. Aspects that were attributed as
having a positive impact were being able to share something of value with the child as well as the
structure/content and feel of the session encouraging parents to feel actively involved in what was perceived
to a be a quality learning experience that was benefiting their child. In addition, as already mentioned on
page x, regular attendance enabled the development of the relationship between group leader and both
parent/carer and child.
“I can't recommend it [Transport Tots] highly enough. I've been coming on and off for a year, my son is
nearly 18 months and we've been coming since he was 6 months. I wasn't very well after having him and we
tried other sessions but they just didn't help. Esther is so calm and friendly. I honestly think I wouldn't have
got well as quickly as I did if it weren't for her and this session. Without coming here, I wouldn't be
anywhere near as good. We love it and its given me confidence and made me feel better about what I’m
doing as a parent. Also, I'm in a same sex relationship and you expect to be judged but there's none of that
here. It didn't even matter that we're together, sometimes people don't know where to look. But this is not
cliquey at all. “Parent of under-five child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum

Parents value a calm environment where they feel attended to as well as the child
A calm environment was seen to be an integral part of the under-fives sessions, vital to all involved feeling
relaxed. Parents recognised the expertise of the staff in planning enabling environments consisting of
engaging, activities that respond to the individual needs of children.
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Many of the parents consulted spoke of how they had tried other provision but had not enjoyed the
experiences due to them being “too full on” and “crazy”. They valued the calm environment and relaxed,
fluid feel HMP regular under-fives sessions offered. The calm atmosphere was attributed to the sessions
being well planned, the demeanour of the delivery staff, environment and overall feeling.
“[It’s great to] have your child interact in a kind welcoming environment. It's free and I always come no
matter what and get a well needed cuppa while my child plays safely.” Parent under-five child, Transport
Tots, Streetlife Museum
“It’s nice and calm here and that rubs off on us both. Esther (Under-fives and Families Project Developer
Hull) sets the tone and she’s so calm, I can hear myself exhale when I walk through the door.” Parent underfive child, Gallery Expedition, Ferens Art Gallery
“If the child is relaxed they will get more out of it as will the parent.” Parent under-five child, Museum
Minis, North Lincolnshire Museum
“It’s always such a calm environment.” Parent under-five child, Museum Minis, North Lincolnshire
Museum

Importance of repetition and ritual
Regular attendees at sessions confirmed the extent to which their children valued regular attendance. An
important point was raised by two parents at Transport Tots about the importance of the familiarity of the
space where regular sessions took place. One parent commented that they felt put out by being moved from
the space at Streetlife when an exhibition was taking place. As Abi Hacket’s report confirms the importance
of ritual and repetition is vital.
“If there's an exhibition on we have to get out of the way. Feels unfair like we're second class citizens and it
throws the children a bit if I’m honest. They usually lead the way to the room but on a few occasions,
they’ve been a bit lost when we’ve had to go elsewhere.” Parent of child under five, Transport Tots,
Streetlife Museum

Sessions can become embedded in a parent and child’s routine
The research with parents at Gallery Expedition and Transport Tots revealed that to some parents taking
their child to this session has resulted in them adapting their routine. Attending the weekly sessions had
become part of their new routine, with many combining it with looking at the rest of the museum, going for
coffee, shopping and undertaking errands in town. Two parents reported that the sessions ‘made life easier’
by enabling them to carry out other errands in Hull city centre after attending Gallery Expedition.
“Before this [Gallery Expedition] I struggled to get into town as he hated going round the shops, even if I
kept it brief. But now come into town for this, then he’s tired and falls asleep so I can get my jobs done and
maybe even have a cheeky coffee.” Parent of under-five child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
“Great environment - we enjoy having a walk around the museum after the session. It is handy for doing
errands in town.” Parent of under-five child, Transport Tots, Streetlife Museum
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4.5.2 What makes a successful under-fives exhibition?
Provide opportunities for intergenerational conversations
Parents commented that where resources are provided as part of the interpretation for under-fives it is
appreciated where these provide opportunities for intergenerational conversation. At Sewerby Hall, the
range of toys in the nursery was a great way of providing an intergenerational conversation point with
families observed having discussions about specific items – “I used to have one of these and I thought I was
the luckiest girl in the world”. These can enable “then and now” comparisons in a domestic setting and is
likely to prompt family conversations around modern day equivalents.
“You see things you wouldn’t usually see in museums and galleries so it’s important to talk about them.”
Parent of under-five child, Museum Minis, North Lincolnshire Museum
The kitchen at North Lincolnshire Museum and toys in the nursery at Sewerby Hall are examples of displays
that enable families to play together (adults as well as children).
It was important that the under-fives activities linked with the theme of the exhibition rather than toys just
for play. Curators were consulted in the planning stages to ensure the interventions enhanced the exhibition
rather than just being a later addition.
“We want children to engage with the house and with the collection and the meaning of Sewerby Hall as a
historic place but we also want children to have fun.” Education Officer, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“We have lots of hands on objects for children to get down and play with. They’re all relating in some way
to the exhibitions and the story of Goole.” Curator, Goole Museum
“During school term times we’ve run events exclusively for under 5s based on our exhibitions. We’ve used
themes from the museum collections and exhibits and locations... So at Sewerby Hall we have sessions that
are based on being at the sea and the gardens and we also have sessions themed around Edwardian life.”
Under-fives Learning Co-ordinator for East Riding of Yorkshire Museum Service

Interpretation should provide under-fives with the freedom to explore
Parent feedback highlighted the important role the combination of physical movement and exploration plays
in the way that children under the age of 5 interact and engage with museum and gallery spaces. The research
with parents confirmed they value spaces designed to allow exploration. Specific reference was made to the
cubby holes and den space in Dudley’s Den, the placing of objects under glass in the floor and exploratory
tools at ground level (seen in North Lincolnshire Museum), mini Ferens Art Gallery building in Ferens Art
Gallery and the under-sea den at Sewerby Hall.

Figure 3: Parent feedback – Ferens Art Gallery under-fives provision
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“Just looking around they notice new things to explore each time.” Parent of child under five, Museum
Minis, North Lincolnshire Museum
Parents confirmed that they valued content that enabled their children to lead them round the site. A
number of comments made evident the extent to which some parents appreciate trails to point out
features and objects that may be of interest to a child under five years. Parents who used the explorer
resources appreciated them for enabling the activity to be child-led. Feedback included:
“Child friendly, they can look without feeling watched or about to be told off for not walking the right way
around.” Parent of child under five, Normanby Farming Museum
“She [under 5 children] decided where to go and at what speed. Sometimes we sped through rooms other
times we went really slowly! We even returned to some exhibits like the boat.” Parent of child under five,
Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“She (under 5) led us – enjoying the corridors, stairs and different materials in each room – flag stone floor,
tiles, wood, carpet.” Parent of child under-five, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
“A great reassuring aid” Parent of under-five child, North Lincolnshire Museum and “helped lead my
daughter round the house.” Parent of child under-five, Sewerby Hall and Gardens
‘We like the little teddy activity bags they keep her busy and interested in the house.’ Parent of child underfive, Normanby Hall and Gardens

4.5.3 How best to reach out to under 5 and families through marketing and partnerships
Word of mouth recommendations
The research revealed that many parents had come on recommendations from other parents. In some
cases, this resulted in parents travelling from out of county or from up to an hour away.
The vast majority of parents felt they would be happy to pay for a drop-in session with the average amount
quoted at £2 or £3 per child. However, it was noted that if a fee were introduced some parents might be
disappointed if there weren’t many other children attending.
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Case study…Woodland Tots, Normanby Hall Country Park
Woodland Tots is a great example of programming a sustainable regular session for under-fives…

Background
Families consulted at the start of the HMP project expressed a preference for provision that utilised the
beautiful outdoor space at Normanby Hall rather than the focus being indoors.
Woodland Tots includes elements of forest school, the EYFS framework and books from the Imagination
Library†. Promoted as “Woodland adventures for under 5s – den building, storytelling, singing, potion
making, nature”, the sessions are aimed mainly at children aged 2-4 years.
Each session costs £4 per child and places are limited to 15. Demand was so great for the first block of four
weekly-sessions (fully booked) that a further six sessions were programmed. Parents can book one session
or attend all. The session is based in an area of Normanby Hall Country Park that is reasonably enclosed so
the children are able to explore freely and safely. The sessions are themed each week and follow a

structure of:
- Activity to complete on the way to the Woodland Tots area
Dolly Parton's Imagination Library is a book gifting programme that mails free books to children from birth until they
begin school in participating areas.
†
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- Storytime
- Activities to link to the theme
- Song
As the session uses natural resources to make activities, running costs are quite low.
Impact
The offer is unique in the local area with parents confirming it grabbed their attention, offering something
different. It has quickly built up a regular following with some of the attending families travelling from
outside North Lincolnshire; demonstrating that families are willing to travel to take part in something
different.
The quality of the delivery was appreciated by parents as well as the opportunity to take ideas for play
away with them and the fact that the content was specifically for under 5s and run in the holidays as most
provision for under 5s stops during the summer holidays.
“My son and I have been to the Woodland Tots sessions and we both really enjoyed them. It’s given us lots of
ideas to use at home and we've made new friends too! Also, we ended up spending a full day at the park
which I rarely do at most places, the splash pad is fab and the park kept him entertained for ages too so a day
well spent. I can see us spending a lot of summer days there now we've sussed it out.” Parent of child underfive, Woodland Tots
“The parents took away lots of ideas that they could do at home in the garden, in a local woodland area or
on their next visit to Normanby. The sessions showed families that outdoor learning can be fun and doesn’t
have to cost lots of money. It also showed how you can link stories to outdoor play and tell stories with
natural materials to bring them alive.” Under-fives Learning Officer, NLMS
Reflections
Whilst sticking to their overall plan for the sessions, the team have reflected and adapted as the
programme progressed. For example, where staff observed children excluded (due to over enthusiastic
parents!) from one particularly physical activity (den building), the activity was adapted for the following
session…
“By cutting the sticks so they were more accessible to children it totally changed how the session worked
with the outcome being parents and their children working together and with each other.” Under-fives
Learning Officer, NLMS
A project was run with subsequently run with Family Learning partners in October where targeted families
took part in Woodland Tots to gain ideas for outdoor play that could be adapted for accessible outdoor
spaces like parks and gardens.
Examples of effective use of social media is explored in section 4.2 and parents confirmed the importance
of social media, in particular Facebook to them.
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“I'm on a lot of parent forums and am forever tagging this place.” Parent of under-five child, Sewerby
Squirrels, Sewerby Hall
“I saw it on Facebook and the picture was of a baby in the Gallery. I hadn’t thought of coming before then.”
Parent of under 5, Gallery Expedition, Ferens Art Gallery
Where take-up for a session was low, reasons were attributed to lack of marketing on social media and
competing events during school holidays. Incentives to attend that should be translated into key messages
for parents include a friendly welcoming.
A number of parents referenced where they had seen images of children under-five on the websites of
HMP museums and gallery displaying images of under-fives. These were seen to be an encouragement to
visit.
“I would definitely be more likely to visit somewhere that showed under-fives on their website.” Parent of
under-five child, Sewerby Squirrels, Sewerby Hall
Practical messages that parents said were important to them included provision of a buggy park and ample
space to get buggies through the site, changing facilities and provision for the whole family unit to reassure
parents there is something to engage everyone.
Parent feedback revealed that it is important to them that if a session is advertised as under-fives, only underfives are permitted to attend. This was seen to be because the need of under-fives is so different to children
aged 5 plus and even from 0-5 years there’s a lot for staff to have to differentiate. Parents of children aged
0-2 years revealed they felt more relaxed in sessions containing 0-5s only as they didn’t need to worry so
much about big children stepping on or pushing over their infants and toddlers or dominating the activities
and resources.
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4.6.

Staff interviews – key findings

This section explores the findings from depth interviews undertaken with staff (managers and learning
officers) to understand practicalities and lessons learned about the interventions as well as
barriers/opportunities/strengths/weaknesses across the partnership to inform plans. Full details of staff
interviewed can be found in the Appendices.

Partnership-wide findings
-

The HMP has been successful – the introduction of expert under-fives officers working in the
different service areas has worked well in particular helping to embed under-fives expertise across
staff consciousness, developing networks, raising the profile of sites in the public awareness and
developing legacy through building new audiences and regular visitors.

-

Involving audience in the design and planning is vital to creating an offer that is responsive to
audience needs – elements that worked particularly well included partnerships with children’s
centres and childcare providers as well as consultation with current audiences. The partnership has
excelled at being responsive to the needs of the under-fives audience.

-

When planning and delivering sustainable under-fives programmes/interventions the research
demonstrated that a key ingredient to contribute to success is to know your site and collection
strengths and stay true to them.

-

Regular sessions work better – for all involved - parents and under-fives as well as session leaders.
They benefit from developing relationships and helping families become familiar with the space and
develop confidence talking about art with children.

-

Staff attitude is a key ingredient to developing and delivering a sustainable under-fives offer. This
encompasses the ‘site team’ in all its different forms, each individual with a vital role to play in making
the site accessible to under-fives and their families. Parents confirmed the value placed on the
welcome and enthusiasm conveyed by front of house when welcoming a new or returning visitor, to
curatorial staff embedding under-fives needs into exhibition design and interpretation (i.e. placing
relevant objects at ground level).

-

Use broad themes to create under-fives provision – identify collection themes accessible to underfives and their parents and offer a good starting point for exploring collections, for example,
transport, animals, the home and the sea.

-

Have a clear plan but be prepared to reflect and adapt as you go – key areas that need close
monitoring are timings – encompassing start time / finish time / snack time / order of sessions /
which aspects work when different age groups are in attendance / levels of children’s engagement.

-

Under-fives officers are adept at varying sessions depending on the age of children attending,
recognising opportunities to meet the Early Years Foundation Stage framework appropriate to the
child’s development stage and schemas.
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“We did painting the other week and one mum, with an 8 month old, put her baby’s hands in the paint
and that’s how they explored it.” Under-fives Learning Officer, North Lincolnshire Museum Service
-

Sessions work best where a structure is provided that children, practitioners and parents are
familiar with. Where possible it is good to have continuity of staff and the same settings at sessions.

-

Limit numbers to sessions - building up a regular audience and encouraging repeat visits is obviously
important, however, smaller sized groups provide a more meaningful experience for all. Having a
waiting list can increase demand and interest in provision.

-

Where sessions are well planned - staff feel confident in delivering them thus creating a relaxed
environment – this makes parents and children feel confident and secure.

-

‘Explorer resources’ are a good example of how the different services created a resource that could
be adapted to meet the differing needs of the sites and their audience. At Sewerby, staff made the
decision to remove the explorer bags during the summer holidays. This helped ease pressure on staff
and would be a marketing opportunity when they’re reintroduced. “It took confidence to do that, to
stop and think there’s enough for visitors to do without them”.

-

It was acknowledged that it can often be daunting for some staff to work with under-fives (if they
are a new audience) and it is important to offer support and training.
“It wasn’t an audience the setting had worked with before and it can be scary if you haven’t worked
with under 5’s but staff like this session now (Transport Tots), it makes Monday morning busy and
they are incredibly helpful. The front of house staff are so good at talking to under-fives and they
took it on themselves to hand out stickers to them which goes down really well with child and
parent.” Under-fives Learning Officer, Heritage Learning/Hull

-

When reaching out to new audiences the value partnerships offer in encouraging new visitors to
attend is incredibly valuable. Across the partnership, staff have made significant developments in
this area.

-

Working with targeted families needs a sensitive, long term approach to build trust and confidence.
It is best to work through existing groups, bodies and organisations (for example, children’s centres)
who already have the trust of the individuals.

-

When working with targeted families set realistic expectations for all involved and progress slowly.
The end result of the project is very important, whether it is a piece of collective artwork or a research
document, the families need something tangible at the end.

-

Under-fives staff are skilled at recognising creative opportunities to use low-cost resources.
Subsidising sessions where parents can afford to pay a fee makes certain programmes feasible – for
example, Woodland Tots.

-

A key challenge is to embed and develop under-fives provision while moving on to new priorities.
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-

Where exhibitions spaces are updated to include activities for younger audiences, careful
consideration should be given to access - new interventions must fit in the existing spaces, whilst
still allowing access for pushchairs and wheelchair users and providing under-fives with the freedom
to explore.

-

Personal word of mouth recommendations and recommendations via social media are priceless this was corroborated by parents attending Sewerby Hall as part of the Big Latch On as well as those
recommended by the Early Years Development Team in Hull and the links to children centres in North
Lincolnshire.

East Riding of Yorkshire Museum Service
The staff interviews in the East Riding revealed the following findings:
-

The needs of under-fives and their families are becoming embedded in the consciousness of all
staff. It is important to be mindful that some staff might need time to ‘get used’ to increasing access
for under-fives and their families. In order to truly welcome families with under-fives staff need to
become more attuned to their needs. From the curatorial team to front of house staff the needs of
under-fives and their families need to become a consideration across the board.
“It’s the cumulative effect of all the elements of the project that has generated tangible increases in
family visits and an acceptance by staff of a number of small changes that has begun the process of
becoming a better place for young children to visit. Staff have been almost always positive about
have more children around. It wasn’t that they were negative before, but that they never had much
call for interacting with young children and we’ve started to break habits and practices that are not
helpful to family visitors.” Education Officer, Treasure House

-

The gradual introduction of the resource kits, events better targeted to under-fives and initiatives
such as 5 Things have worked cumulatively to increase staff familiarity and confidence with under 5
visitors.
“Whole staff buy-in was a long process on a practical level, in terms of staff understanding that
bringing change involved the input of all staff, not just learning staff – and then more time to actually
achieve some of that change in working practice. We have definitely made progress here though and
are continuing to move in the right direction.” Education Officer, Treasure House
Nothing would happen now without that audience being considered. Planning discussions are
beginning to include the needs of families and children, and how their needs can be taken into
consideration in any redevelopment of permanent display spaces etc. - even if the best we can do in
the medium term is provide a kiddy step stool to see into the case. (e.g. Treasure House beach
display).” Education Officer, Treasure House

-

There was a definite feeling that the under-fives provision had broken barriers in terms of reaching
the under-fives audience and their actual engagement with the site once through the door, with
attending staff at Sewerby Hall and Treasure House reporting they are seeing a greater number of
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under-fives visiting and from a broader range of families, often the same ones becoming regular
visitors.
“We can see how the parents are relaxed because there are things in there that children are
allowed to touch, allowed to play with. Every member of the family at every age has something they
can do, that they can enjoy doing.” Hall Attendant, Sewerby Hall
“I get a sense in the building that parents are becoming less concerned about their children running
around making a noise – I hope so because they are meeting no concerns about it from staff and
other visitors.” Education Officer, Treasure House
-

The project has resulted in effective channels of communication, useful partnership opportunities
and mutual co-operation with early years providers.
“Community partnership is what I am most proud of and has the chance to grow and meet the
needs of audiences locally.” Under-fives Learning Co-ordinator for East Riding of Yorkshire
Museum Service

-

The experience of running the family craft drop-ins - plus guidance from under-fives coordinator
identified what elements of activity could be added to the event, to make it a better experience for
a family attending with an under 5. The longer the under 5 could be engaged, the longer the whole
family could stay for.

-

Attending staff (at Sewerby Hall and Gardens) - confirmed that visitors are staying longer in the
house and finding more to engage them than they expected. Attending staff at Treasure House
commented that they were seeing a greater variation in visitor numbers than before the
implementation of under-fives interventions. They also reported an increase in these visitors making
repeat visits and that under 5 visitors were going straight to use Explorer Resources to explore the
collections.

Hull Museums Service
The staff interviews in Hull revealed the following findings:
-

Overall the under-fives programme has been very successful in Hull - a particularly successful
achievement is the ‘Explore Art’ gallery developed at the Ferens Art Gallery. This has been successful
in encouraging visitors with under-fives to engage in conversations about art, supporting those who
might not have previously felt confident in a gallery setting to explore art.

-

There has been an increase in numbers and under-fives are more evident across sites in Hull and at
family events even when there is a fee. Mini Masterpieces, family events at Ferens Art Gallery have
been a huge success and offer under-fives and their families the opportunity to explore art – engaging
in activities they couldn’t do at home or might not want to do at home.
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-

The regular drop in sessions at the Streetlife Museum and Ferens Art Gallery have been hugely
successful in attracting repeat visitors who might not otherwise have come to the space as
corroborated by the proportion of under-fives and their families from target postcodes.

-

The initial time at the start of the project spent on building relationships with early years providers
(nurseries, children’s centres, Early Years Improvement Team) to develop, plan and embed the
programme was invaluable.
- Regular attendees at Transport Tots and Gallery Expeditions commented they feel a connection
with the sites and collections. Visiting favourite exhibits forms a key part of their routine when
attending the sessions.
- The importance of continued research cannot be underestimated – collecting postcode and age
data, feedback and regular observation to monitor the session and ensure it meets audience need
and demand.
- A number of parents shared that the regular sessions at Ferens Art Gallery and Streetlife Museum
are seen as something special that they share with their child and felt the experience had an impact
on their wellbeing/that of their family.

-

There is clarity about the aim of the programme but there are still some barriers to making the
provision more accessible to under-fives, i.e. physical developments (e.g. baby changing area, buggy
park) as well as embedding the needs of under-fives and their families in the consciousness of all
staff.

-

There are more opportunities to join up agendas and for joint planning of sessions and exhibitions
- the regular joint working group that was established initially has not met for some time.
“We’ve got a staff working group some curatorial staff, some front of house, some learning team.
The plan was to meet every couple of month but it hasn’t met for a while. We provide an update on
under-fives, communicate plans, for example, we had a planning session for the back packs to see
how they would work on site. What I do instead now is physically going to sites talk to front of house
staff. This is difficult as there are so many sites, can be tricky. It’s hard trying to keep everyone
informed.” Under-fives Learning Officer, Heritage Learning/Hull

-

There is still some misunderstanding of the under-fives role – for example, internally, staff think
they have to pay for input from the under-fives project developer. This means at times events are
run by museums without using the expertise available. These events may have been improved with
input from the under-5s expert.

-

The main barrier to providing the programme was identified as funding, in particular staffing costs,
as family activities require greater levels of staffing as they can get busy and support is needed.
Without the necessary expertise, it will also be difficult to develop the programme. Access and
proper facilities (for example baby changing, buggy park and toilets) are also a priority.
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-

Overall, targeted marketing has been used to good effect to promote provision, for example, there
has been a clear impact of putting specially commissioned images of really young children at sites on
promotional material and social media.

North Lincolnshire Museum Service
The staff interviews in North Lincolnshire revealed the following findings:
-

Listen to your audience and be flexible - at Normanby Hall, consultation confirmed that participants
would rather make use of the outdoors, they didn’t want to be stuck indoors. So, the project was
adapted to introduce initiatives into the country park itself so that families that weren’t attending
sessions, could interact and learn from the environment.
“If we get to the point where families stop booking it we could do training with nursery
professionals and give them the skills to look at new ways of doing it. As numbers start to drop we’ll
reflect and if necessary change it.” Learning Manager, North Lincolnshire Museum Service

-

Manage the expectations of attendees - whilst building up a regular audience and encouraging
repeat visits is obviously important it needs to be a careful balance. Avoid becoming a victim of
your own success and having to turn people away from sessions/events so think carefully about
how they are marketed and reflect on experience.

-

When engaging hard to reach audiences go to their setting to build relationships in the early stages
and take your time to build up trust.

-

It is important to continue to engage with targeted families after projects have ended. It can be a
long process but it is worth it if it makes a positive impact on families’ lives. Think about what the
families want to get out of the project, for example a follow-on project at Normanby Hall saw parents
gain practical skills.
“It's really important when working with hard to reach audiences that you understand your
audience. You have to go to them at the start to build trust but also to help understand them and
their lives. We tried to get the families to come back but it's not easy, we’ll keep chipping away at
them, I’m not giving up on them. It's important you set realistic expectations when working with
targeted families. Don’t expect that suddenly they will be advocates for the museum and be here all
the time but I’m not going to give up on them. Keep trying different ways to engage them. Think
about their lives and what they have to go through, the tangible and intangible, to get here.”
Learning Manager, North Lincolnshire Museum Service

-

Marketing works best where it manages expectations of the audience – for example, by stating
clearly within the promotional material which age range it is aimed at, e.g. 2-4 years

-

Successful provision includes a focus on all family members - including fathers and grandparents.
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“Under-fives are often forgotten and the first 5 years is the most important in brain development so
whatever stimulus that’s a bit different that you can put in.” Under-fives Learning Officer, North
Lincolnshire Museum Service
-

The programme has made a huge difference and can make people feel special, e.g. working with
an artist.
“Think of under-fives as part of the family, don’t just think of providing activities for 5-7 year olds. If
you can think wider than that you've got it.” Learning Manager, North Lincolnshire Museum
Service

4.7.

Stakeholder interviews – key findings

This section explores the findings from depth interviews undertaken with stakeholders to understand
practicalities and delivery/lessons learned about partnerships developed throughout the project as well as
barriers/opportunities/strengths/weaknesses to inform plans. Full details of stakeholders interviewed can
be found in the Appendices.

Partnership-wide findings
-

The portfolio of early years provision across HMP is based on the Arts Council quality principles:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Striving for excellence
Being authentic
Being exciting, inspiring and engaging
Ensuring a positive, child-centred experience
Actively involving children and young people
Providing a sense of personal progression
Developing a sense of ownership and belonging

-

Joint training across different early years providers is a useful mechanism – for not only sharing
best practice but promoting partnership working and sharing of agendas. There is evidence of respect
across professions with collaboration as opposed to competition between different groups.

-

Improving literacy and language is a priority area where museums can help early years’ partners
with language improvement strategy.

-

The specialist early years’ officer role should combine early years and museum experience. Early
years practitioners are inventive and resourceful. There should be a progression through low cost
activities related to the exhibits, for example first sensory experiences, treasure baskets, heuristic
play, sensory exploration and object play.
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The stakeholder interviews in Hull revealed the following findings:
-

Strong partnerships formed with nurseries, early years development teams and children’s centres
were an effective way to raise awareness of provision - among non-user audiences for example,
other non-user nurseries – staff as well as parents of attending children; staff, parents and children
at children’s centres. Partners acted as advocates for the service, supporting settings to access the
provision and exploring why they don’t. For example, produced a short film promoting nurseries to
access museums/galleries.

-

Partnership with early years providers was also a valuable way to involve the audience in plans
and ensure the provision was closely tailored to their needs - practically as well as developmentally
and promoting wellbeing amongst parent and child. For example, the manager of a local nursery who
was already a repeat visitor of Ferens Art Gallery got involved in an Under-Fives Working Group
facilitated by the Under-Fives Learning Officer to inform the development of Explore Art gallery and
design of sessions. They were involved in tasks including feeding back to content and selecting
pictures for the redevelopment of the under-fives gallery.

-

Stakeholders recognised the value in under-fives provision in a museum or gallery setting for
meeting the prime areas of the EYFS framework - communication and language, physical
development and personal, social and emotional development.

“When parents work full time or a lot of days of the week they don’t always have time to take them
[to museums or galleries]. We use it as a selling point when people come round to look at the
nursery.” Early Years Practitioner, Hull
“Once you get to the museum you realise that staff are there to help – say to other nurseries once
you’re out the door and there it’s easy. We talk to the children all the way there about what they’ll
see and they enjoy the walk.” Early Years Practitioner, Hull
-

It was incredibly valuable to all parties getting partners to observe sessions – this helped ensure
the interests and needs of children, parents and practitioners are being represented in the
development of under-fives interventions.

The stakeholder interviews relating to East Riding of Yorkshire Museum Service revealed the following:
−

Using partnerships with children’s centres to invite families in through events like the Big Latch
On or targeted projects can help share what Sewerby Hall has to offer.

−

Partners recognised the value the site has in facilitating family conversations. Many of the local
families don’t have access to different experiences that can support language development.

−

Biggest difficulty with targeted projects are the families on the day, many of whom have chaotic
lifestyles which can impact on their ability to attend.
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−

Crèche costs are a significant barrier – so it is important to have staff who can occupy children while
the parents engage in cooking.

−

The targeted project revealed that confidence is a significant barrier to families taking part and
visiting the sites. There is significant value in projects such as this effectively ‘holding their hands’
and removing barriers preventing them from attending.

The stakeholder interviews in North Lincolnshire revealed the following:
-

The organisational structure in North Lincolnshire Council lends itself to good linkages and cross
internal departmental working - with seamless offer for parents and progression through services.
There are examples of good strategic links, with this work being seen very much as part of the health
and wellbeing refresh.

-

There are practical examples of how to engage partners in promoting the provision for under-fives,
such as joint training, inviting early years practitioners in and holding meetings in museum settings.
Joint training encourages the development of relationships and a shared understanding of the offer,
for example, North Lincolnshire Museum is due to deliver training to early years practitioners in how
to make best use of a museum setting for under-fives. If a member of staff familiar with site can show
round staff from a children’s centre, or health setting the staff can develop their understanding of
the offer and act as advocates to promote the provision. Holding meetings for other departments in
in shared places is a good way to invite people in to settings.

-

There is a ‘can do’ attitude, with openness to ongoing improvements in the provision for underfives - and a flexible and ever-changing programme, based on engagement with families.

-

The essence of working with under-fives reflect the core principles of the service, for example,
accessibility, engagement of families, flexibility of approach. Child learning is not seen as being
separate from lifelong learning, both these agendas can be addressed through the same activities or
provision. The approach is holistic and based on the needs of the whole family and community.

-

The Arts Council funding has made a real difference and enabled more meaningful engagement
with the target audience - that is responsive to audience needs, better links with community
provision and foot fall has increased.
“It has been a fantastic experience working so closely with museum staff, provision has been seamless
even though people have left, congratulations to the team for keeping things rolling”.
Representative, North Lincolnshire Early Years Team
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SECTION 3
Conclusions
Recommendations
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

The research overwhelmingly demonstrates that the interventions introduced by the HMP sites during the
under-fives project have increased visits from families with under-fives. These interventions have proved
very effective in reaching those visitors who are the least engaged with museums and galleries. The new
programming has succeeded in meeting the needs of not just under-fives but their families, the principle
‘under-fives don’t visit alone’ seemingly at the core of the entire programme.
Engaged with target audiences via new programming
Across the HMP, the under-fives project has increased the accessibility of sites to under-fives and their
families. The visitor figures speak for themselves, having increased across the partnership from 739,348 to
1,421,942 with the range of attending families having increased and interventions succeeded in building up
regular repeat visitors. The interventions have enabled the target audience to access high quality and
carefully considered provision that fosters curiosity and gives children the freedom to explore. This includes
facilitated sessions that are closely linked to EYFS, physical provision, projects with targeted audiences,
provision within temporary and permanent exhibitions.
In North Lincolnshire and East Riding, staff felt that the under-fives offer had made great leaps in being
embedded in the consciousness of all staff with under-fives being considered across the museum (from front
of house to curators) and not just perceived as a learning project.
The findings of both the parental research and the visitor profile survey demonstrated the extent to which
audiences value the provision, recognising it as a high-quality offer. This could be attributed to the success
of the partnership in enabling the project to develop differently in each area recognising that all sites were
coming from different starting points, with different USPs and collection strengths and were operating within
different parameters. In addition, the acknowledgement that sites with very different audiences had
considered the very different needs of audiences carefully. Within each site the starting point of each
intervention was research, gathering as much information as possible about local families.
East Riding Museum Service recorded an increase in the number of children visiting (aged 5-16 years), with
numbers at Treasure House increasing from 3743 in January 2016 to 5999 in July 2017. This gives an
indication of increased family visitors to back up anecdotal observations that there has been an increase in
this audience. East Riding Museum Service has seen the offer for under-fives and their families embedded
within temporary and permanent exhibition interpretation at Sewerby Hall and Treasure House. This has
been rolled out across other East Riding museum sites. In mid-September, Sewerby Squirrels regular drop in
sessions were launched at Sewerby Hall and Gardens, closely linked to the Creative Families Award. These
sessions attracted a strong repeat visit base in a short amount of time.
North Lincolnshire Museum Service delivers under-fives sessions at North Lincolnshire Museum and
Normanby Hall Country Park. In year one of the project, there were 148 participants, but this grew in year
two to 1370 participants. Current figures are at 1008 (November 2017). 22% of the audience attending
Museum Minis were from target postcodes representing the local areas experiencing the greatest levels of
deprivation.
In Hull where regular drop in sessions for under-fives have been embedded at Streetlife Museum (Transport
Tots) and Ferens Art Gallery (Gallery Expeditions and Mini Masterpieces) there were 1674 participants in
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2016-17. This is a significant increase from the 198 participants in 2015-16. Transport Tots has been attended
by 725 people during 2016/17 (as at April 2017) and has a regular following. In total, 10% of the audience
attending Mini Masterpieces programme of events over the summer holiday 2017 were from following target
postcodes.
There has been a clear benefit to provision where sufficient time was spent in the planning period and
meaningful consultation undertaken with audiences - early years professionals, children’s centres, current
visitors – ensuring a high-quality offer appreciated by visitors.
Parents of under-fives are a discerning audience and have clear ideas about what makes a quality provision.
Fortunately the level of expertise among the under-fives officers combined with the solid foundation of
research and consultation that the project is based upon means there is clear understanding across these
staff of the audiences’ requirements and they are meeting their need through the regular sessions and
interpretative provision of permanent and temporary exhibitions. For example, small sized groups to provide
a more meaningful experience for all, high quality resources appropriate to age and development level,
careful planning of activities that can be differentiated and an enabling environment where under-fives can
develop positive relationships to encourage confidence and independence.
The process of letting sessions evolve as they need to evolve, constantly reflecting and adapting has worked
well across the partnership, with sites responding directly to audience needs and the practicalities of the
sites.
Where working with targeted families, it was acknowledged as important to set realistic expectations and
take a long-term approach to build trust and confidence and a good partner like the children’s centre, existing
groups and organisations. The end result of the project is very important where working with targeted
families. Whether it is a piece of collective artwork or a research document, the families need something
tangible at the end.
Careful programming across sites in North Lincolnshire demonstrated that it can be possible to make certain
programmes feasible by subsidising those who can afford it.
All of the sessions demonstrate that whilst it is understandable to be mindful of audiences taking ideas away,
this is a real incentive to parents to attend. Across the sites, a frequently cited comment amongst under-fives
audiences accessing drop in sessions was the value they placed on the opportunities the sessions provided
them to acquire skills explore new ideas for play, arts and craft and gain the knowledge and confidence to
try and replicate these at home.
The importance of ensuring provision enabled parents to be supported by the facilitator and empowered to
participate in the session and engage with the site. By putting a scaffolding in place to help them engage and
participate in the session parents aren’t just involved in a passive capacity but, along with their child,
experience meaningful engagement.
Developed new partnerships
Across the HMP, the new partnerships that have been developed with 182 early years providers, children’s
centres and early years teams, helped increase usage of the sites by under-fives, their parents and carers as
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well as the people that support them in childcare settings. Visits from under-fives forming part of early years
groups has risen from 860 to 2484.
Building up a network of partners takes a significant investment of time and dedication, but across the
partnership it is an area that has been highly successful. Staff have worked closely with partners from a
variety of early years settings to promote the benefits of working together to have an impact on language
and social development in under-fives. This has resulted in making progress in changing parents’ perceptions
of the opportunities for learning and enjoyment HMP sites can offer them and their children under five years.
When reaching out to new audiences, particularly those who had not previously visited sites, these
partnerships have proved invaluable in encouraging new visitors. The project demonstrated that ‘hard to
reach’ audiences are best reached via existing groups, bodies and organisations. Using a sensitive, long term
approach to build trust and confidence and a well-known partner like Children’s Centre who already have
the trust of these individuals to support was effective in engaging new audiences.
Across all sites Children’s Centres have been instrumental in informing the development of offers from the
design of dedicated spaces for under-fives and the development of sessions to develop this audience, helping
providing families for the Creative Families Award pilot. They have also been keen listeners and promoters
of services. Whilst the suggestions for combining work or running programmes and services with partners
are not always feasible due to constraints such as budget, staffing and space, the partnership has made huge
achievements in raising awareness of the value of museums, galleries, heritage sites and country parks in
helping partners meet their strategic priorities and thus signposting to their clients.
It was also a valuable way to involve partners in plans and ensure the provision was closely tailored to their
needs, practically as well as developmentally and promoting wellbeing amongst parent and child. For
example, the manager of a local nursery who was already a repeat visitor of Ferens got involved in an Underfives Working Group facilitated by the Under-fives Learning Officer to inform the development of Explore Art
Gallery and the design of sessions.
Addressed barriers
The interventions have been effective in removing cultural and physical barriers, with families reporting they
now feel welcome in these settings. This is evident in the number of return visitors who are attending underfives sessions and becoming regular faces to staff. The staff at HMP sites are seeing familiar faces again and
again; word of mouth and recommendations are working.
The welcome provided by staff at the majority of the sites made evident the efforts across the partnership
to address the perception of many parents that museums and galleries aren’t appropriate places for underfives. Examples where staff were seen to make a real difference were often in simple acts that could
theoretically be rolled out across the partnership as best practice, for example:
At Sewerby Hall - staff in the ticket office and house were informative and enthusiastic about the under-fives
provision in the house, emphasising how much is in the house for under-fives.
At Ferens Art Gallery – a member of staff in the café tested the plate of an under 5 before placing it in front
of them.
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At North Lincolnshire Museum - an intervention from a staff member when a young visitor because upset
put the visit back on track - the staff member spoke to the child in a friendly and appropriate manner before
asking her to look after museum’s dinosaur soft toy and show him around the galleries.
While there were clear parameters for parents visiting with under-fives that were clearly communicated,
verbally and through physical signs, (i.e. no prams/buggies in the house, roped off areas in the house and
artefacts that couldn’t be touched), these messages were always balanced with a helpful alternative thus
making sure it simply became an incidental factor and not a barrier.
Effective signage (i.e. that which communicated the offer for under-fives offer, physical provision and
extended a friendly welcome) was apparent around the entrances of the majority of the sites across the
partnership with the exception of Maritime Museum and Ferens Art Gallery. For example, at Treasure House
the signage for the under-fives ‘Explorer kits’ is visible to visitors as they walk up the stairs to the museum.
Parents valued the quality of the under-fives offer. The provision excelled in offering creative opportunities
for exploring the collections, ensuring the under-fives activities link with themes of permanent and
temporary exhibitions rather than being toys just for play.
There was a definite feeling amongst parents that every aspect of the sessions had been thoughtfully planned
and delivered by specialist under-fives officers. Specific areas that were frequently mentioned included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The location within the museum, where the session/event was taking place, offering a safe and
secure environment
Group size - small equates to a more meaningful experience for all
Resources – access to large scale, quality, specialist craft (kinetic sand, art materials)
that parents often don’t have at home due to cost/storage restrictions
Timing of the session/event
Specialist staff delivering the sessions – their expertise is designing and delivering provision, their
ability to engage with the group and enable under-fives to learn and develop in a stimulating and age
appropriate environment
A range of age appropriate, creative activities (including exploring expressive arts) designed to
support early years children to develop and learn in different ways
Facilitating intergenerational conversations by providing talking points

The content of the sessions was important to challenge perceptions, for example, parents wouldn’t expect
to be able to do messy play in a museum setting but if contained and well organised with practicalities
considered like the provision of wet wipes, aprons, proximity to hand washing facilities and away from
collections it could offer a really valuable and successful activity.
Of the parents consulted at regular sessions, a significant proportion confirmed that they usually stay and
have a look round the rest of the site after the session. Of these, a number revealed that sometimes they
return as a family at the weekend.
Word of mouth recommendations and social media have succeeded in raising awareness of the offer and
altering perceptions about the relevance of the sites to under-fives and their families.
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Unexpected findings
The research demonstrated that under-fives sessions can become embedded as a fixed part of the routine
and lives of families with under-fives.
Case studies have revealed the under-fives interventions are having a significant impact on participants. For
example:
o

In two different areas, there have been reports of parents involved in targeted projects citing the
experience as having a significant impact on their confidence and helping encourage them to get
back into work, with one now training to be a teaching assistant and one volunteering to help other
parents.

o

Parents involved in the Bridlington Healthy Eating project with Sewerby Hall reported feeling special
through their involvement. One parent commented that they had been given the confidence to visit
and that it had changed the way one family (with a background of substance misuse) spends time
together.

o

A parent with post-natal depression at Transport Tots in Hull attributed the session as a contributing
factor in their recovery explaining “coming to this regular session helped me get well.”

At North Lincolnshire Museum one grandparent explained that Museum Minis has been the only constant
her granddaughter had when she lost her home due to her parent’s divorce.
Having under-fives officers work in the different service areas has worked well. Helped develop legacy,
embed under-fives expertise across staff consciousness, developed networks and raised profile of sites in
public awareness.
The importance of having a clear plan but a flexible approach cannot be underestimated. Learning officers
delivering sessions were extremely adept at varying sessions depending on the age of children attending.
Where experimenting with art and crafts there was a real sense that the truly meaningful experiences were
in the process as much as the outputs.
It is fulfilling to note that some parents recognised the importance to have under-fives provision in museum
and gallery settings to encourage that generation to become enthused about visiting.
Involving curatorial staff in developing under-fives activity and embedding provision/facilities for under-fives
and their families into museum spaces is key to further enhance the offer. Where exhibitions spaces were
updated to include activities for younger audiences it was important to consult curators in the planning
stages to ensure the interventions enhanced the exhibition rather than just being a later addition.
The interventions succeeded in giving parents confidence to allow their under-fives to explore the sites.
Resources such as Explorer Kits, trails and the dedicated spaces in exhibitions facilitated child led exploration
which is valued by many parents.
Where partnership-wide ventures were successful, for example, Explorer Kits, the different services created
a resource that could be adapted to meet the differing needs of the sites and their audience.
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6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are for consideration and discussion. They have arisen from the research
and analysis of the findings. The recommendations are clustered into themes and span both operational and
strategic recommended actions.

Designing and delivering provision for under-fives and their families
-

-

-

-

-

-

Any new project or initiative should have a foundation in research. Because under-fives never come
alone, it is necessary to consult with a number of different audiences - children, parents,
grandparents and Early Years professionals, so ensure sufficient time is allowed to carry out
comprehensive research.
Where exhibition spaces are created or updated to include under 5s activities, curators should be
consulted in the planning stages to ensure the interventions enhance the exhibition.
When planning and delivering sustainable under-fives programmes/interventions know your site and
collection strengths and stay true to them. Identify broad collection themes accessible to under-fives
and their parents and offer a good starting point for exploring collections, for example, transport,
animals, the home and the sea.
Ensure all staff have an understanding of what it means to parents to be under-fives friendly. The
ideas of parents may differ to those of staff members. Training should support staff to interact with
under-fives in an authentic way and staff should be encouraged to share ways they have helped
parents. Simple gestures can go a long way to making them feel welcome – addressing both parent
and child in a friendly, welcoming manner, being forthcoming in information about what is on offer
on under-fives, feeling the heat of a plate before its placed in front of an under-five child, reading a
situation and being proactive in an appropriate response (e.g. offering a diversionary activity if
appropriate – i.e. inviting the child to take a toy around the museum).
Make signage friendly and where there is provision for under-fives (for example, Explorer Resources
and trails) make this visible. Where signage needs to communicate clear boundaries for parents
visiting with under-fives (i.e. no prams/buggies in the house, roped off areas in the house and
artefacts that couldn’t be touched) try to ensure messages are always balanced with a helpful
alternative.
The provision of prompts such as trails or signs with questions/mini-challenges can really help
parents lacking confidence to find talking points and to develop skills in how to talk about art or
artefacts, for example, signage encouraging families to find objects, counting features or singing a
linked nursery rhyme. The development of trails could benefit from best practice research and
piloting when in development just as a session would – parents do like them but they need to be fit
for purpose.
The benefits of regular sessions, for all involved, can’t be underestimated. The project has
demonstrated they are a successful way in developing a regular audience, helping families become
familiar with the site, developing confidence engaging with collections and spaces.
Don’t be too afraid of parents ‘taking' creative ideas for play from regular sessions. The opportunity
to tap into the creative expertise of delivery staff and develop confidence to try new ideas are highly
valued by parents and can be an incentive to regularly attend sessions.
Manage the expectations of attendees - whilst building up a regular audience and encouraging
repeat visits is obviously important it needs to be a careful balance. Avoid becoming a victim of your
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-

-

own success and having to turn people away from sessions/events so think carefully about how they
are marketed and reflect on experience.
Listen to your audience and be flexible.
Allow sufficient time in the planning and set up of sessions – where sessions are well planned, staff
feel confident which contributes to a relaxed environment – this makes parents and children feel
confident and secure.
If sessions are advertised as for under-fives they should be restricted to under-fives. Ensure
marketing material states this clearly; there is a big significant difference between children under
five and those aged five so avoid using the phrase ‘5 and under’.
There can be a need for provision in the holidays to permit families with older children.
Parents like sessions that offer free play combined with a familiar structure.
Breaking the activities down into smaller groups (babies, toddlers and pre-schoolers for example)
can help staff cater better to each age group and provide opportunities for activities and resources
appropriate to their age and level of development.
Have a balance of familiar with something different every week.
At drop in sessions activities are preferred that are open-ended and mainly self-led, with staff-led
activity at start or end. Where craft activities are offered, parents appreciate seeing an example on
display too - children often don’t need instructions, but adults like to know what they’re aiming for!
Provide a range of high-quality and imaginative toys and resources – trusted suppliers include…
Where possible provide access to large scale art and craft activities. Where appropriate and possible
plan large scale expressive arts activities – parents have limited budgets, space and knowledge. They
appreciate the inspiration and the opportunity for their children to make a mess that they don’t have
to clear up!
Use specially commissioned images of really young children at sites on promotional material and
social media. Key messages to consider for under-fives targeted marketing aimed at under-fives and
their families:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Extent to which the site was geared towards under fives
Ability of the site to engage under-fives
Amount of activities on offer for under-fives
Welcome given to under-fives and their families
Freedom to explore
Gain inspiration for creative ideas and resources
Relaxed and environment freedom to make mess.

-

Where running sessions, 10-11am or 11.30am is the most popular time to accommodate nap times
and the school run. Consider running it for an hour and a half.
Limit the number of attendees to provide a more meaningful experience for all, with around 15-20
attendees being the optimum number.
Access for under-fives was good at all sites except Hull Maritime Museum. Across the sites there
could be improvements in toilet facilities enabling independence by under-fives.
If the height level of exhibitions can’t be altered consider providing small steps to enable under-fives
to explore displays as well as resources to help them engage with other aspects of the site – for
example, binoculars to take in a view from a window,
Where designing dedicated spaces, aspects that children particularly enjoyed included

-

o

Places to explore, i.e. dens and cubby holes
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o
o
o

o

-

-

-

-

-

Provision of story / reading areas – a good selection of books related to the collections and
cushions for comfort
A range of activities spread across the different areas of the room, including themed areas,
dress up, small table and chairs
Resources in appropriate storage - that enables under-fives to transport items without
parents having to worry about them ‘messing’ areas up and that enable parents to be led by
children
Consider the needs of non-mobile children (baby or child with additional needs) - providing
an area in a corner where they are safe and can look out on the space.

The main barrier to providing the programme was identified as funding, in particular staffing costs,
as family activities require greater levels of staffing as they can get busy and support is needed.
Without the necessary expertise, it will also be difficult to develop the programme. Access and
proper facilities (for example baby changing, buggy park and toilets) are also a priority.
When working with targeted families on projects or when developing sessions try to incorporate an
element of familiarity into the sessions – this should be informed by those partners who already work
with the families, for example, could be a structure they are familiar with, stories they may be aware
of, preferred games and songs. This is an area where having dedicated Under 5s Learning Officers,
means that time could be spent building up partnerships with those already working with these
families.
When engaging hard to reach audiences go to their setting to build relationships in the early stages
and take your time to build up trust.
It is important to continue to engage with targeted families after projects have ended. It can be a
long process but it is worth it if it makes a positive impact on families’ lives. Think about what the
families want to get out of the project, for example a follow-on project at Normanby Hall saw parents
gain practical skills.
If implementing partnership-wide interventions ensure they are flexible enough to reflect the
different sites and their characteristics, e.g. explorer resources as opposed to 5 Things which didn’t
quite work. Ensure all staff fully understand the function and how to use any resources or initiatives
to enable a consistent approach to promoting them to families.
Establish shared consistent data collection methods and clear parameters of what data to collect.
Word of mouth is so important – encourage parents to share feedback on social media.

Working with communities and parents
-

-

There are still opportunities for further work with groups in communities not yet accessing the
provision. These are not so much ‘hard to reach’, just that the provision isn’t obviously attractive or
accessible to them for some reason. These reasons need to be explored with the communities and
groups themselves, to understand and overcome the barriers.
Consulting with early years families should be approached via existing networks, groups and
organisations and should be guided by the following best practice: go to them, take time to develop
trust, set realistic expectations, expect small steps.
Because under-fives never come alone, it is necessary to consult with a number of different
audiences (children, parents, grandparents and Early Years professionals). Be sure to factor in
sufficient time and resource to enable this. Face to face consultation and observation work best, via
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-

established networks (e.g. Children’s Centres, libraries and nurseries) but social media groups and
forums such as Mumbler can be an effective way to reach the audience.
Maintain momentum in the strong networks developed with early years providers, particularly
children’s centres – whilst it is acknowledged that this can be a challenge without dedicated staff to
take responsibility for this area, there are quick wins such as the provision of leaflets promoting FREE
offers to under-fives and their families to the children’s centres.
Explore opportunities to pilot targeting sessions at specific groups, e.g. working with fathers or
sessions aimed at children with special needs.
It takes time to embed under-fives provision in all staff – recognise where staff may be nervous or
reticent, provide training and support them to better understand the audience.

Relationships
-

-

There is an ongoing need to continue to build relationships with communities to promote end ensure
proper engagement with the programme. This can be done by indirect means (for example, email,
using social media) but direct meetings and fully understanding each other’s agenda’s will allow
opportunities for joint work to be identified and explored. Key relationships are required with
children’s centres, private nurseries and child minders in communities.
Universal services such as health visitors may also be good advocates for the programme.
Build relationships through joint agendas, e.g. school readiness
Regular strategic and operational meetings will help develop relationships.

Training
-

-

There is an ongoing need to train front of house, curatorial staff and volunteers in understanding the
under-fives audience. This training package could be standardised and should be part of everyone’s
regular induction and ongoing training.
Joint training with children’s centre and nursey staff promotes sharing of messages, consistent
approaches and good joint working relationships.
Settings could offer spaces for training for partners and use the time to show the exhibits and
describe the sessions. This means that these people working in communities develop a better
understanding and can go back to families in communities and advocate for the provision.
A more formal network of learning between the project officers and leads would help share good
practice and ensure standardisation of approach. To be effective this network would require
facilitation and may involve joint meetings, attendance of expert speakers and online forums. This
would lead to better formal and informal relationships across the HMP and drive the quality of the
programme.
There is a need to standardise data collection across the partnership – with appropriate training
provided to all staff expected to undertake activity.

Marketing
-

There is an ongoing need to look for more opportunities to market the under-fives programme, using
a range of direct (meetings) and indirect (social media, websites) ways.
There is a need to market the under-fives project developer role as a free, expert resource. This will
enhance the quality of provision and ensure best use of the role as a consultant.
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-

There is an opportunity to link with businesses to market the overall programme and individual
projects and sessions. This may be via resources such as Mumbler, however this doesn't replace going
out and meeting people in communities.
There is an opportunity to link with private businesses to support the programme. Businesses, such
as companies that specialise in dance, singing or story telling could be invited to the museum and
gallery spaces to demonstrate their provision. These sessions could link with the exhibits.
Word of Mouth is so significant as a marketing tool, but nowhere more than with parents of young
children. It will take time to build up trust and see a gradual rise in participation at events but use
images and recommendations on social media to maintain momentum.

Legacy
-

-

One way to ensure the benefits of the programme exist and can be shared is through the
development of a set of ‘How to’ guides to explain how to run sessions or events or undertake
functions such as evaluation or marketing. These could be like a menu, outlining the ingredients or
resources needed, along with a method.
The positive work of the programme should be promoted through mechanisms such as the local
Health and Wellbeing Boards.
There is an opportunity to continue to apply for museum and heritage awards, or awards in other
sectors, such as community partnership awards. This would then allow the work to be shared and
promoted nationally.
One way to ensure that the benefits of programme is lasting is to embed it using a whole system
approach. This involves covering the following areas of leadership; ethos and environment; learning
materials; content; co-production with infants and children; working with families; staff
development; identifying need and monitoring impact; expert input
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Self-Evaluation Framework
This Self-Evaluation Framework has been developed following the extensive evaluation of the HMP underfives programme. Through the research, around 1600 different people were consulted including children,
parents, grandparents, staff and partners (stakeholders). They shared what was important to deliver an
effective and engaging offer to under-fives and families.
Recommendations based on these findings are clustered into headings that represent the key areas that
need to be considered to deliver a high-quality programme with sustainable improvements.
The questions underneath the headings are prompts for staff in services to use, to support self-evaluation
and action planning. This can contribute to an improved, sustainable and high-quality offer for under-fives
and their families.
1. Leadership and management and effective relationships
o
o
o
o

2.

Evaluation
o
o
o

3.

Have you got simple evaluation tools to help you evidence the impact and what you
do (numbers and quality)?
How do you evaluate what you do? Is this enough? What does it tell you?
Have you got an evaluation plan?
Do you know how to evaluate (i.e. do you need more training)?

High quality provision
o
o
o
o
o

7.

Do your leaders and senior managers know about and support delivery of your
programme of activities for under-fives and their families?
Are they ambassadors for what you do?
Have your leaders and managers got good links to other strategic leaders and
managers, to promote joint planning, development and promotion of your programme?
Have you got good relationships across the delivery team?

Do you have specific expertise for engaging under-fives and families?
Is there evidence of good joint planning of sessions, linking museums and galleries and
cultural settings with the needs of under-fives?
Does the programming / interpretation meet the needs of under-fives and their families? How do
you know?
Have you got consistency of provision across your programme (time of sessions,
place, familiarity of structure, resources and activities)?
Do you have capacity, skills and resource to drive the programme?

Training and learning
o
o

Do you have expertise to train and help other staff learn about the needs of families and under
5s?
What training and learning do your staff access?
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o
o
o
8.

What
networks
of
training
into?
How do you share learning across the network?
Can new staff access specialist training?

can

your

staff

tap

Working with under-fives, families and communities
o
o

Are under-fives and families involved in the co-design of your programme?
How do you engage children and families? and the services that support under-fives and their
families?

9. Culture and ethos
o
o
o

Is there a positive culture of engaging under-fives and their families?
Are the buildings and settings suitable?
Are staff friendly and welcoming?

10. Marketing
o
o
o
o

Are your front of house staff ambassadors for the programme?
Do you have key messages about the features and benefits of your offer for under-fives?
Do you know how effective your marketing is?
Do you have system wide skills in marketing?

11. Legacy
o
o
o
o

Have you got written evidence about how you deliver successful elements of your programme
and the impact it has on the audience and your service?
Does your programme feature in plans for the future?
Do you have a whole system approach to planning and delivery of the programme?
Do you have evidence that your programme is effective?
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